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VOLUME 20
GERMAN KAISER

Forty-Seven-

Anniversary With
Great Eclat.

CHANGE

IN

PROGRAM

Berlin, Jan. 27. Eraepror William
forty-seveyears old today, and the
anniversary of his birth la celebrated
throughout the German empire. According to a conservative estimate,
twenty thousand thanksgivlnb service'
were held In the churches in all parts
of Germany this morning. The official celebration of the day took the
form of military reviews, of which
there were probably more than one
hundred In all parts of the empire,
official receptions and banquets.
In this city the Bourse and nearly
all , business places were closed today in honor of the day and not even
the newspapers appeared. The city
was profusely decorated with flags,
evergreens
and bunting, and the
streets were crowded with people, all
lay, particularly In the vicinity of
the Palace Unter der Linden. There
was a great deal to see, state carriages bearing members of the royal
family and representatives of other
German courts driving to and from
the castle at short intervals.
The emperor was an extremely busyj
man all day, and his whole time was
practically taken up with receiving
his royal and other visitors and their
congratulations.
During the morning
hours the emperor received the congratulations of the members of his
family, and of the members of his
immediate household. Then came the
members of his cabinet, the heads of
the two houses of parliament, members of the diplomatic corps, special
envoys
European
various
from
courts, reigning and other princes and
deputations of the army, the navy,
the various branches of the civil government, and of the various federal
governments,
and, finally, . deputations of various civic and military
organizations, from , all .parts of Ger'
many.
As usual, there will be a grand court
reception in honor of the emperor's
birthday, this evening, which will be
attended by
about one thousand
guests, The empress and all the
members of the royal family will be
present, aud the scene will be unusually brilliant.
In honor of the day several diplomatic dinners will be given, among
them one at the United States Embassy. This evening there will he
many hundreds of banquets and celebrations by the officers of the army
and navy, government officials and
hundreds of civic organizations. It is
an interesting
fact that "Kaiser's
Birthday" is the only day in the year
when military etiquette excuses officers of the army and navy for becoming intoxicated.
It Is not considered Improper to become Intoxicated by drinking the kaiser's health.
Emperor William II was born on
January 27. 159. and succeeded his
father. Emperor Frederick III, on
June 15, 1888. He is the ninth monarch of the House of Hohenzollern
to rule over the Kingdom of Prussia,
and the third of the same house to
rule over the Empire of United Germany. He is Hohenzollern by his
father; Ouelph by his mother, who
was a daughter of Queen Victoria;
while French blood flows In his
veins through one of his ancestors,
Louise de Coligny, a daughter of the
great admiral. On February 27. 18881,
he married
Princess Victoria of
Schleswlg Holstein Sonderburg (born October 22. 1858),
with whom he has had six sons and
one daughter.
wedding anniverThe twenty-fiftsary of the emperor and empress will
be celebrated on February 27, of this
year. It bad been intended, at first,
to make the celebration a magnificent
state affair and preparations were already made for the reception ot a
number of royal visitors. This program has been changed, however, and
it has been
announced
that no Invitations to take part in
the celebration of the event would be
sent to any European court. This
change of the original program was
a very clover maneuver of the emperor, which diplomatically took all the
wind out of the sails of the British
court, which had decided not to be
represented at the celebration, as a
pointed rebuke of some of the things
that Emperor William did and which
displeased hU majesty, King Edward
VII. Notwithstanding
this change In
the orginal program the celebration
will be on a magnificent scale and
throughout the German Empire extensive preparations are made now
for tho grand festivities which will
be held in honor of the Silver Wedding Jubilee of the Imperial couple.
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WOLVERINE PEOPLE

FEAST
New York'. Jan. 27. The Wisconsin
Society of New York will hold its annual banqut at the Houl Astor this
evening, and it is expected to be a
great success. The principal feature
of t!ie banquit will be addresses by
Senator Spooner and Senator La
Follette, tho former governor of Wisconsin, who resigned his position
to tako bis seat in the United
States senate. Several ether prommen will come from
inent VVin-nfthe wen. In a private car to attend the
banquet.
HOLD ANNUAL

Wool Market Steady.
L'iuls. Jan. 27. Wool market,
steady; unchanged.
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Sentence

For One

Newspaper

Reporters
With Money.
IS FULLY

ESTABLISHED

New York, Jan 27. Capt. Wm. H.
Van Shaick was today found guilty of

criminal neglect in failing to have the
fire drills on the steamer General
S locum, which he commanded June,
1904, when the steamer burned with
a loss of over 1,000 lives.
He was immediately eentenced to
ten years' imprisonment
by Judge
Thomas, of the United States district
court. The Jury disagreed as to two
other counts in which he was charged
with criminal negligence in the tolerance of life preservers of poor
quality on the steamer.
PRESIDENT'S APPOINTEE
DECLARED NOT QUILTY.
Annapolis, Jan. 27. Midshipman
Richard H. Mann, a presidential appointee and member of the first class,
has been acquitted of the charge of
hazing and restored to duty.
Another Not So Successful.
The secretary of the navy has directed the dismissal of Midshipman
Chester A. J. Bloebaum, of Missouri,
in the execution of the sentence imposed by the court martial at Annapolis, on a conviction of hazing. The
cases of Midshipmen Merriwether and
Miller are under consideration at the
navy department.
WOULD

BUY REPORTERS

WITH CHRISTMAS GIFTS.
Chicago, Jan. 27. The Record-Heral- d
today says: "The revelation from
Washington, dealing with the attempt
to influence two reporters In favor of
the Chicago beof packers, by alleged
offering of bribes, was not wholly a
surprise to the majority of newspaper
men who have been connected in professional ways with the governmental
Invest! gut ion of the packing business,
and the subsequent proceedings re
sulting in the indictments tinder
Which the packers are bejng prosecuted.
"The proof that offers of money has
been made to reporters, came Into
possession of United States District
Attorney Morrison while tho grand
Jury was making the investigation.
No evidence could be obtained, however, .that money had been accepted.
Now it is stated that Attorney G. W.
Brown, representing1 Nelson Morris,
gave Frank Hasler of the Inter-Oceaand Hector Elwell, of the City Press
association, $100 each as 'Christmas
presents.' Elwell claims he returned
the money."

GRIND

HAVE COME FAR

Alarm ForaRer to Alfonso's Equerry is His
Lead Fight Against
Marriage Emmissary

New York, Jan. 27. "It Is an unhappy truth that the whole tendency
of social life In the big cities of America is for the worse."
This is the statement of the Rt. Rev.
David H. Greer, bishop coadjutor of
the Episcopal diocese of southern New
York, in an Interview upon the wild
abandonment of extravagance and the
pursuit of pleasure that marked the
opening of the new year.
In New York alone, ud wards of 110..
000,000 was spent in entertainments
in private mansions. In the fashionable
hotels and restaurant and in the theaters during the twelve hours that
lapsed between 6 o'clock p. m. of the
old year and the first dawn of the
new.
Bishop Greer for more than twenty
years was rector of St. Bartholomew's
church, which holds the most fashionable congregation in New York. He
devoted himself, with the aid or tho
Vanderbilts, to the foundation and upbuilding of the now famous St. Bartholomew's mission.
Riotous Expenditure.
Bishop Greer said:
men
"The
and women of the cities
are drifting from the honest elemen
tary principles, the simplicity and directness that have done so much to
promote the greatness of the country.
The spirit of the age Is all towards
artificiality, display and riotous expenditure.
"Go Into the .Metropolitan
onera
house on a 'star' night, wander around
the restaurants of the fashionable hotels, or any of the 'affairs' in private
houses, and you will see a ghastly
spectacle of reckless luxury an illustration of the selflsh
of vanity, of the Insolence born of
the possession of wealth, power, social position, only comparable with
the courts of Louis XIV or Louis XV,
In the fifty years that Immediately
preceded the French
revolution.
There seems to be among these peo-- ;
pie an utter indifference to the world
outside their own circle, to the suffering amount the gaunt, famished
creatures of the slums.
Pernicious Example.
"Does the blame for all these things
rest with the four hundred?" said
Bishop Greer, in answer to a suggestion. "Certainly not. To pretend that
this collection of gayly plumaged birds
exercise any pernicious influence upon
the nation at large Is to Insult the
nation. But their pernicious example hag inspired the other. limited
classes In this metropolis to excesses
and similar habits of life.
"Class Imitates class. Behind the
Inner ring of society wc have several
outer and larger rings. Below the
lowest ring of fashionable society
comes the wealthy bourgeois of the

" o iraaing class aping the
drees, the customs, the manner, of o.
cletv.
.k- - Mat V
- ' nnrt ,hlnH ii,
Cl- u w "7
twn
lers 'keep up appearances' on small
incomes and make a desneratn
tempt to keep pace with their
wealthier neighbors.
;
Family Lifa In Parll,
'Right through this various strata
runs the habit of reckjesa expenditure, of living beyond or up to every
ceut of one's income for the sake of
the pleasure of the moment.
"The greatest of all dangers that
threaten the future ot this country is
in the disintegration or family life.
For this, the restaurant, with Us
save-labo- r
tendency, is responsible. There is In these days little of the simple, beautiful unison of
lamllka, the lova-- at
or n
brother" and aiHter. The ego rules.
All things are for self.
' "What the end
will be I do not

CATTLE MAN FAILS

GENERAL WHEELER IS DEAD

Joint Statehood.
WILL

CLUB WILL

GRILL THE PRESIDENT
Washington, D. C, Jan. 27. President Roosevelt will be the most distinguished victim to be broiled and
roasted at the annual winter dinner
of the Gridiron Club, which will be
held at the New Wlllard tonight. The
Gridiron Club Is that famous organization of the Washington correspondents of the various large newspapers
and other publications, represented
in the National Capital. Its dinners
are among the most Interesting functions in the life of the capital and
have a
reputation of their own
throughout the country. At these din
ners no mercy Is shown, no respect
for any individual or Institution, no
matter how high or dignified. With
caustic wit, cutting sarcasm and the
most merciless persiflage, men and affairs, alike, are dissected and criti
cized and ridiculed. Special efforts
have been made for thlg occasion, and
those who are In a position to be well
Informed, say that tonight's dinner
will surpass any previous Gridiron
dinner ever given in brilliancy and
interesting features. It Is expected
that President Roosevelt will be the
principal victim to be placed on the
gridiron and "done brown.' Besides
the president, the members of the
cabinet, many distinguished senators
and members of congress, the ambassadors of the furtiKn powers and other
prominent men will attend the dinner.
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.Amer
have the great
u.hih, large sympathy and strength
of purpose that make the greatness
of a nation. The pursuit of money
within limitations, has its EYtOrl atria
Our mighty dauger is that .this com

mercialism will develop into a fever.
"I have hope, and my hope for the
tuuire or our people lies not in the
cities, but in those thousands of
quiet little towns and cities scattered
over New England and the west,
wnere people learn to live. For it Is
In these places that you And the true
ideal of pure and unselfish American
womanhood and manhood. All the
grand simplicity or the true home
life the highest type of Americanism
i
to be found there.- - From these
places come evry day the men who
are to make history. And In them lies
our best hope,

save-troubl- e,

--
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AFFAIRS IN RUSSIA

LITTLE MORE LIVELY

Frank Allison of Grant County After Days of
Drinking

Revolutionists Are Given Short
Shrift Before Being
Shot.

"

i
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TAKES BIG LAUDANUM DOSE

FIGHTING AND BURNING IN

Had Made Several Attempts Before.

Gomel District Where

Re-

Rebels

covering.

Peasants Aid

and Meet

Authorities.

Weuder, Livonia. Thursday. Jan. 25,
Special to The Citizen.
The pacification of the Baltic prov
Silver City, N. M., Jan. 27- .Age 69 years; born in Augusta, Ga. inces la reaching the fiual stage so
Frank Allison, a Grant county
Unit- jar as me agrarian movement is con
T cattleman,
is recovering here to-- a" edGraduated from West Point;1859-61cerned. Nearly 250 revolutionists have
.
States cavalry lieutenant,
day from a futile attempt to de-a. - n
luln ahnt sufni-- I him ,1 ...... J. I
stroy himself by taking four
V
arreBted and
riaua have been
.
.
7
ouncea of laudanum. Domestic V
capturt'11- Three Russian generals
1.
,
.
troubles are given as the cause. V k i
now operating in the Wender dis
E,un.ii .
j,
una
Allison had been drinking bard
wmunuuBr
10,000
Svueri.
troops. Tbey have
trlct with
'
for several days. This is only If
Wounded three times, sixteen horses the names of the leaders of the revo- one of several attempts at self- - If snot under him, eight f his staff offl-- . lutionists. who are to be tried by
'' destruction.
V cers killed and twenty-threwounded court martial when caught, and either
Received thanks of .lie Confederate 91lot or imprisoned
government for his services in battle,
NOT
OPERATORS AND MINERS
lawyer and planter after the war. INSU RGENT8 ARE
ALL PACIFIED YET.
In congress from tho Klghtb Ala- HOLDING CONFERENCE.
St. IVtersburg, Jan. 27. A dispatch
bama district, 1881-9;- .
from Gomel suys that ttie half of the
Indianapolis, Jan. 27. The Joint
Spanish
wa
In
appointed
war
conference between the bituminous
;iown is in flames and that fighting Is
coal operators and the miners open-- jor general or volunteers, and oom-- i goii,B on in the center of the town be
.
n,
fcan-army
raanaea
or
cavalry divisio
twteu troops and rebels, the latter
cu
iiago. was at battl" ot I .as Guesl-- , having been reinforced by tho ceas- mas,
t
San Juan and
surreuuer ol.uiitry of the surrounding districts.
Cattle Receipts.
The di."ordrs extend to Ave counties
Chlrago, Jan. 27. Cattle receipts, Santiago.
duty in the around Gumul. The peasantry, as in
Afterward saw an;
3iu; market, steady; beeves, $3.50ffJ.
iut i.iiiiiu piuviuces, nave ueposea
insurgents.
ii.2h; cows, Jl.SitSM.tO; heifers, $2.50-(- ii Philippines against t!
old authorities and have elected
t.SO; calves. 5.505i 8.00; good to
Made a brigadier p
U. S. A., the
prime steers, f.V 30ft G.'J!; poor to me- June 16, 1900. Retire September 10, rebels to fill their places.
Lead and Copper Quiet.
Vladivostok
Not Subdued.
New York, Jan. 27. Lead and cop- dium. $3.50 4.50; stackers and feed- laoo.
Beyond the fact that the revolt at
per quiet, unchanged.
ers, $2.rOQ'4.eO.
Died in Brooklyn, N Y., at the home
of his slater, Mrs. S ling Smith, at Vladivostok is not subduod and that
uitulnous sailors and soldiers are
5:35 p. m., January
1S0G, of pneu- - the
still stauding by their guns at the
nioula.
lluly Innocents battery, the war office
had nothing to give out today regard-i- i
MOVEMENT FOR WESTERN
the situation at the fortress.
news available
The only further
CLUB OF ATHLETES
:i ne
Soulier diKDateh d.'ited .l:in- wis
Chlcago, 111., Jan, "7. In accord-- , lUiry
stating that two squadrons
ance with an Invitation of the New0f tha Nurthinsk regiment of
ls
Athletic Club, sent out by. sacks had arrived, and that many
Thompson, rests had been made. The war ofllce
William Hl
representatives of the. Missouri Ath-- : ottieiais said that their information
letic Club of St. Lo'jiri, the Milwaukee' practically
St. Ixul, Mo., Jan. 27. The open1 today under the auspices of the
duplicated
yesterday's
tournament which wil be held cinnatl Gym. It is to be an Inter-her- Athletic Club and th) Chicago Ath-- ; news dispatches,
today under the auspices of the scholastic meet, in which teams and file Club met here today with the,
Figure-Heaa- s
Laid Off.
Missouri Athletic Club, is attracting Individual representatives of various directors of the New Athletic Club, to.
considerable Interest in sporting cir- - universities will compete with teams ronsider and discus '.he proposition u.u,n r thl, jncy t)f rtrencbment
cles. owing to the fact that one of land Indlvidulas from the locsl high or forming a Western Athletic Club ,)V Wl.ll;.ii; 0iit the inactive members
ague- the principal features will be a battle schools and various educational
,,r th.- - military organization, the re- Joe Harth, the South Broad- - tutlons In this district. The entries
As the clubs nierf ned have pre-- liienietn on half pay of twenty-tw- o
way Athletic Club champion, and John are very numerous and among the
viousiy
and three admirals, who hold
t!.. '.selves In favor
the crack boxer of the Mis- - dividual competitors entered are some of uch expressed
movement, there is little siu cun s on tins Alexander committee
souii Athletic Club. Barth has done of the best colleen athletes of the doubt thata
the league will be formed, fur tii" ';u'e or tue wounded, will
remarkably good work In the pst middle west. Even some of toe east- n the
near
future. The league will shortly bo gazetted.
Brooklyn
Trinity
and the south aiders are confident ern schools, like
be formed for the purpose of pro- in
his
some of n,tlng lnter-clu- b
of
suictss In the battle against College, will be represented
track, boxing, swim- - BURGLAR SHOT AND
Sautar.
KILLED IN THE ACT.
the events. There are also teams mini? v.iin...
...ii.i
'
j
nd Individula compet iters from Otter-- ,k, foot biil, con t
T,v Jan. 27.-J- aine
U u'jso aug-- j
Paul
Kl
MAMMOTH INDOOR
b aln. Indiana. M.an. . Cincinnati and
chaniDlonahit.Lt , .:.! kll'e.l Pete McCoy while the
to taoM
MEETING IS HELD ot tier universities, Woodward, Frank- - gested
n'et"t at one of the cities each winter la'ter wu trjlng to rob his residence
Cliu'innatl. O., Jan. 27. The largeatllin and Walnut Hills high schools, the t which
McCoy laado an
ti. .ri.iut.
Indoor
far:v
indoor athletic meet ever held in this Ohio Military lr,u-t- e c College Hill, lioiiSbipH Inthe wwrn
dltf-re- nt
mh I'ju!. when discovered, and
of
blanche
the
city will tVe flare at the Armory and other schools and collegia.
FPon shall be deteruiiued.
Paul shut in
o

,?..
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MATTERS OF INTEREST

TO ATHLETICS LOVERS
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TALK GREAT

BILLS

MOVED QUICKLY

Special to The Citizen.
wasnington,
Jan. 27. Ths few
amendments to the Joint statehood bill
tor New Mexico and Arizona, made
oy the senate committee on territories
are unimportant. The opposition to
statehood claims Bixteen republican
senators. K1ie Alarm Foraker will
lead the opposition fight with a speech
thirty days long, so It is said. However, the admlnistratlonlsts
claim
that the bill will pass.
The Stephens resolution for an investigation of the Hagerman land entries in the Pecos valley, was voted
down by the house committee on public lands, owing to Its Improper wording. But Stephens says he will rewrite and
it, and push
It to a final consideration.
The case from New Mexico against
the Santa Fe railroad has been taken
under advisement by the supreme
court.

IN SUICIDE EFFORT

Is Now Slowly

MAKE

to Edward.
LIBERAL

VICTORY

Eight Hour Law Won't Apply Putting the Screws to Presito Alien Labor on
dent Castro by DiploCanal.
matic Corps.

n,

GRIDIRON

DAILY

MATTERS WHICH

Fire

Thousand Killed.

THElFACT

NUMBER 38

WASHINGTON'S

SOCIAL LIFE IN OUR CITIES

England's Intention Not to Be Packers Endeavor to Bribe

CAUSES

Mi u
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v y. ril

RIOTOUS, EXTRAVAGANT, SELFISH

GERMANY GENERALLY GALA MIDDY MANN IS ACQUITTED

Represented at Marriage
Celebration
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LEGAL MATTERS
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Celebrates
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PENSION BILLS PASSED
FAST AS 4 A MINUTE.
Washington. Jan. 27. Bv a vota of
130 to 108. the house todav
the eight hour law for alien labor on
the Panama canal. The provision is
contained as an amendment in the
urgent deficiency appropriation bill,
which passed. By special orrtr the
house began to clear the Denslon cal
endar, there being 262 private bills to
on acted upon.
The entire lot of 262 pension bills
were disposed of in sixty-fiv- e
minutes; and after reading Mann's omnibus hill and making It unfinished business for Monday, the house at 2:03
o'clock adjourned.

FATAL

COLD

IN

MEXICO

CITY

Madrid, Jan. S7. It is aald in well
Informed quarters that Marquia im to
Mina, chief equerry, is going to Loa-do- n
on behalf or King Alfonso, to te
mand King Edward's consent to th
marriage or the Spanish king to Princess Ena or Batten berg.
LIBERAL MAJORITY
OF 77 OVER ALL
London, Jan. 27. Voting is now
practically over. Only ten contests)
remain to be decided. The totals now
are:
IJberals, 871; Unionists. 157;
Irish National, 87; Laborites, 60.
'
OF THE
DIPLOMATS OBJECT
Caracas, Jan. 25. Thursday, Tl
Port or Spain, Jan. 27. Twenty-f- t
members or the diplomatic corps today delivered to the Veneiuelan aw
ernment a formal note statin that
they cannot accept Venezuela's position,, that M. Talgny, former Frencb
charge d'affaires here, has been deprived of his official character, an4
that he only ranked as a French citizen at the time of his forced dorurtuu
from this country.
TWENTY-FIV- E

1

GREAT COLD WAVE
ABATF.D IN MEXICO
Mexico
City, Mex.. Jan. 7. Tha
great cold wave which has caused

mucn suffering in Central Mexico and
even on the gulf coasL has abatMt.
ihe police report that nlant if- last twelve members of tha towar
class perished on the streets from,
cold aod exposure. The poor, suffered
greatly, during the remarkable period
of cold, and the government built Area)
COMMISSION
REPORTS
in
FOR A LOCK CANAL, to the streets for the people compelled
he out at night.
Washington. Jan. 27. The Isthmian
canal commission met today and concluded its conslderaMbi of the report ANNIVERSARY DAY OF
ui uie Doara oi consulting engineers
THE GREAT lHOZAR
with respect to the type of canal that !
should be constructed.
The commission has had before it
Jan. "27. Musical society
reports of the majority and the min andVienna,
the people or this city in general
ority of the consulting board.
At
celebrating the one hundred and
todays' session the commission adopt- - are
eu a report in me secretary of war, fiftieth anniversary of the birth of
Amadeus Mosart. the great
which they will forward to Mm. It Wolfgang composer,
whose popularity
understood that thov recommend Austrian
been surpassed
by any
the construction of a lock canal on the has never
composer.
other
Thousands of people
83 floor level, practically following the
In
Joined
pilgrimage
the
to the Schuiel-ze- r
recommendations of the minority of
Cemetery, where the body or Mothe consulting engineers.
zart lies buried and wreaths and other
floral gifts in profusion were depositMOROCCAN CONFERENEE
MAKES HASTE SLOWLY. ed at the base of tho monument markAlgociras. Jan. 27. The olenlnoten. ing the great composer's burial place.
The Muslk Vereln, the Mozart Sotiaries of the powers resumed their
sessions today and spent a couple of ciety, and many other musical organhours going over the work of the izations or the city have arranged" to
hlld celebrations this evening In honor
committee on Moroccan revenues. The or
Mozart's birthday.
Special propowers have several Important objects In examining the Moorish sys- grams. Including compositions by Motem of taxation, or rather lack of sys sart, have been prepared.
tem, and trying to equalize It. The
sultan Is always In need of money, OBSERVED ALSO IN
OUR OWN NEW YORK
and will be in a better humor to co
operate with the powers In the work
New York, Jan. 27. Several or tha
of reform If he can be supplied with local musical organizations will celemore cash for the foreign luxuries brate the one hundred and fiftieth anof which he Is so fond, and which niversary of the birth of Mozart toare a scandal to his pious subjects.
day. The Russian Symphony Orchestra will give a concert at Carnegie
Money On Call.
Hall thlg evening, with a program,
New York. Jan. 27. Monev on call. which will lncludo the A major
y
nominal: no loans: orlme mercantile
and several other works of Mopaper
silver, 66c.
sart.
Sym-phon-

45c;

THE ONLY FIREPROOF
THEATER IN COUNTRY
Pittsburg. Pa.. Jan.

27.

How many must

hav-- j adequate smoke and heat
vents, always ready to open instantly.
The.se vent are to r. stage what the
chimney is to a fire place. But th
stage fire place, like any other, niui
be itself tinburnable In order to I
safe.
try every week. It In this nmMem
Pittsliirg has recently buik a ren'
which is cauKlug fire Insurance peo- cn'e theater. Its stage U construct
ple and architects to do some hard exclusive!)- of steel beams, ant bcl
thinking these days.
tile fire proofing the same ruaten
A theater audience Is like a crowd which the insurance companies cho&
of poeple sitting before a fire place to use In constructing the molcl
made of dry wood, crammed with In-- !
Underwriters'
Labora'oi iea
uamuiaiwes, and with tho chimney in Chicago. The bridges on Hither
top covered w ith a stone slau,' says side and the gridiron above aie ot
John It. Freeman, president if thelftetl A tile roof wit l amr.! vr,t
unodo island Hie insurance conipauy, ouvers all. The stai;o is separated.
and an expert on the theater tire ha
from the auditorium by a thl ;k brick
ard. "If a match should bo applied wall extending over the stage portion
Ut such a fire place, you caa imagine of the hulldinn well above the roof ot
what would happen.
the auditorium.
A Pittsburg architect, who ha made
Embodying all the most reoerr lea-sospecial study of the subject supple
lu fire proof construction is tha
ments this alarming descriptioa by Majestic Theater, Just completed, in
the assertion that there are not irore Chicago. Among other novelties It
t han half a dozen safe theaters In has a steel fir uroof curtain. Throtish- the United States. The saf theater! out this great building, of which the
he dlHcril-!- ) as one In which the stage, j theater Is but a portion, the latest
its surrounding walls, roor snl curtain' designs or steel ami hollow tile fire
form a fire proof box, virttia'ly inde- - proofing are ued. This structure de- n ndeiit or the auditorium,
his is the rives still further interest from the
main consideration. The mont Import- fact that Its rxit.-- number forty-twant feature of theater construction is
These are but samples of the moat
the means of exit.
recent forms of construction.
Great
On the stage of the Iroquois the- holocauts like that of the Iroquois
ater, at the time of the disaster which Theater and the Paris liazaar are
cost nearly 500
lives, there we'o soon forgotten. Put those who have
lO.uoO square yards of canvas, S.UOit studied this
problem carefully
yards of gauze, lo miles of rope, and: that such catastrophes are likely
8,000 feet of dry white pine.
The .happen any day, until all plac
burning cf the gauze a!ii
would where large numbers of people gathi
ee
have produced 1.0U0 degrees of heat.' are as unburnable as Is th
This shows that the theute: tajc frame and hollow tile office building.

theaters are safe from fire? Is the Iroquois disaster in Chicago forgotten?
Underwriters figure that three the
aters, three public halls, and twelve
churches are burned up In this coun-

-
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are making yellow boys
Belmont
Jingle behind them. All good citizens,
whetner democratic or republican. In
their political affiliations, gay "More
f.bllsM Dally an Weekly by
to their plltows."
The Citizen Publishing Company power
Everyl)ody who
knows anything
about politics knows that the city,
Balwad at rtnfltc for trantaMon throush the
the state, the nation, are best served
aiaili Hfond claaa matter.
when there are two strong parties opposed to each other, sufllclently near
In point of strength to each other to
U Nl O Nffijt) LA BE L
keep each ether in fichtlng trim, anil
bring discussion to the point where
every public question Is thoroughly
force
threshed out. and the
Official Paper of Itarnalilln County of
public opinion clears up the atnios- and City of Albuquerque.
phere ami puts In power tne party tnat
AnacliM Pmi Afternoon Dlipatrhrs.
Is most in the right. The gentlemen
Largnt City ind County Circulation.
named can work very advantageously
Tlx tirtrrst New Mtilco Circulation.
as they are men In whose sincerity
larirMt Northern Arljnni Circulation. of purpose the public has full confidence. With some trimming up on
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
the republican side, and in addition
Hatty by nrnit, one yinr in advance..
IS.rci
the birth of some great Issue InvolvW
iHiily by ma'l, per month- Weakly by mail, one year
ing gnat principles, and not merely
men, and we could take a long breath
Daily by Currier, 60c per month without being nauseated
by the foul
All agree that
Tit KvrNiNO CiTirm will be delivered In thi ness of the campaigns.
rity at the low rate of 20 renin pit week, or for ( one of the consummations most le- eenta per month, when paid monthly.
voutedly to be wished for, is the put
ting of Tammany Hall and kindred
AdTertising Rates Made Known on Application
organizations so far beneath the surBnbscriNn- -i will confer ft favor by notifying us
face that they will never be heard
bnmedtnMy on any mnMivpry of the
of in the campaign.

THE EVENING CITIZEN

Has Been Made Much Richer
by Funds From Various

Officials of Territory.

2.lf-- '

rlr.
adHrrFwd to

AH letters and remit tanrN should b
Tun t'lTir.KH Vt hi.ipiuno Company. Draft,
checks, post oft ire ar.d expietn mnnpy nrt tj
BniMt be matte payable to the order of tin

Automatic

TILtPMONIS;
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NEW YORK
NEWS LETTtF
New York, Jan. 27. The community
possessed
wondering whatever
Judge Deuel and the Town Topics
people to sue for libel Editor Hap-gooof Collier's Weekly. It appears
In the progress of the trial to have
been the most reckless bit of work
that It ever occurred to a bluffer to
Judge Deuel and
Have undertaken.
the paper which he ran from his Judicial bench, have been completely Hap-goo-d
Osborne, counsel for Editor
and Collier's Weekly, has stripped all the flesh from them and hung
them up as living skeletons, with the
winds blowing through their bones a
sepulchral tune. It has been proven
that gentlemen who would not subscribe to that remarkable work of
art Fads and FancleB were abused
afterwards in the Town Topics, so
that the blackmailing feature has
been made perfectly clear, even to
htm who reads as he runs. We are
all pitching into the rich, condemning
them for this, that and the other, but
when we consider how many harpies
they have to endure, what abuses they
are subject to, how the secrets of their
private and business life are laid bare
to the public, and how freely they
are made the subjects of men and
women whn urev on real or manu
factured scandal, the public might
well resolve that fcr a whole year It
will not suffer them to be attacked.
Let them catch their breath, at least.
An for Town Topics and Judge Deuel,
it would seem that they are going
out with the tide. Many other wrecks
along the shore are waiting for them.
but If the waves of public Bcorn ihbu
arm
hPHe la.test additions to tne
wood to a lauding place, we doubt
that the other wrecks will feel like
giving them room.
Is

d

rid-dle-

IS
GIVEN JUST DESERTS
a irrn,t atom comes from Paris, ot
a fiddler of the Gypsy persuasion, who

FIDDLING MASHER

has come back to tne merry capum
with much less money than he counted
vr i
nu .f t)iA class like Rlgo,
with whom susceptible women become
inhnntivt nnri do all manner of silly
things. This fiddler had a Job in a
New York restaurant, where he fid
dled with great skill ana peculiarly
tender expression. A aocior s wur
with t.tontv nf monev at her com'
an charmed with his
u ....
uiauu, i.or.ma
playing that she made a pretext of
tor going auiunu,
aoninir relatives
t.nr husband, who 1h a prom
Inent doctor. The fiddler was to folhad
low her. But in the meantime he
,.A thai ho hart BtlOthlT String
Jl
to bis bow, and Just stopped over a
steamer or two to capture another
pretty woman, or, rather, her money.
Her husband is an elderly millionaire
so she has unlimited means. She 'nad
formed the habit, whenever she took
a meal at the restaurant, of leaving
a little pile of one dollar bills to reward him for his splendid playipg.
Naturally the fellow thought tnat he
had made a conquest, and he became
bold, until at last he told the lady
he
that she must pay him $10,000 orcame
would exploit a scandal. Then
the rirst moment of sense the woman
had had In many a day, for she went
directly to her husband and told htm
the story. Like" the business man
that he was, he went about the business in a business like way. He sat
down and wrote a check for $10, Dim
and told his wife to give it to the hopeful blackmailer. Hut when the rascal
came to the bank to cash the check,
he was detained on the pretext that he
must be Identified, and was shown
Into a room where the husband and
two detectives were awaiting him. He
was socn made to we that prison
doors were opening fur him, and he
concluded to surrender the check and
leave the country at once. He at once
set out for Purls, but w'hether he met
the other silly woman again has not
been cabled.
,

POLITICAL COMBINE

OF MUCH POWER.
Parker, and
Cleveland, and Mayor McClullan, who
happily escaped the prefix "lCx" which
designed for him, have
Mr. Hearst
nnniiuBitmial.lv bet aliniit trvlntr to re
construct and reinvigorate the demo
cratic party. Tliey nave an me
money that can possibly be needed or
used, as Thomas F. Kyan and August
e

DOES THINGS
You Don't Suspect

That's Coffee!

POSTUM
FOOD COFFEE
Is a pleasant change and builds
back

HEALTH.

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS KECLIVLD

The following public funiia have
been received tor the month of December, 1905, by Territorial Tr asurer
J. H. Vaughn:
Territorial Seer: (si v J. W. Ray- nolds, corporation filings fcr q'lrier
$I.:S9;
ending December 31. 1005,
itinerant licenses, $25.
A. M. Bergcre, clerk of the First
judicial district court for quarter
ending Devemher 31. 1905, $354.
W, E. Dame, clerk of the Second
Judicial district court for quarter
ending December 31, 19o5, $641.45.
William K. Martin, clerk of the
Third Judicial district court, for quarter ending December 31, 1905, $548.24.
MR. JONES GOT A
Secundino Romero, clerk of the
GOOD KNOCK OUT.
district court, for
It doesn't do for elderly men to Fourth judicial
31, 1905,
come into the city from the suburban quarter ending December
or inland townB, and imagine that they $t!15.95.
C. M. Bird, clerk of the Fifth judican do as they like with "visions in
district court, for quarter ending
cial
blue they may meet in the thorough
31, 1905, $788.81.
December
fare. John Jones, of Blnghampton,
Charles P. Downs, clerk of the Sixth
came here, and when he saw a "vis
court fcr quarter
ion in blue" come sailing down the Judicial district
31, 1905, $269.70.
ending
December
avenue, he just took leave of his
of
H. O. Bursum, superintendent
senses and became entirely fresh.
penitentiary, convicts' earnThereupon the "vision in blue" walked territorial
straight up to him, let fly with ner ings, $560.99.
William C. Barnes, secretary of catgloved fist and hit him squarely on
sanitary board, cattle Indemnity
tle
the nose. Now a blow on the nose
makes a masher pause, and there Is an fund, $2,795.25.
Daniel Cassidy, treasurer and colelement of surprise about it when
of Mora county, taxes for 1905,
the blow conies from a young woman, lector
that tends to stun the masher. And $3,210.90.
V. .laramlllo. treasurer and collec
so Mr. Jones, when he felt the touch
county, taxes for
of that gloved hand, promptly sat tor of Rio Arriba1905,
1407.83.
down, laboring under great astonish- 1904, $3,701; for
.TiiHtn n. Armlto. treasurer and col
ment. It seems that athletic schools
are getting in some very fine work lector of Bernalillo county, taxeB for
1903,
ior
when they turn out women who can 1902. 19.37: for
for 1905, $20,523.38.
trip up In such handy style a masher $116.73;
Luna,
Solomon
treasurer and col-fo- r
In a lively state of eruption.
The
noble art of self defense Is certainly lector of Valencia county, taxes for
being put to the best use when it 1902, $35.90; for 1903, m.4u;
puts Into the little first of a woman 1904, $116.22; for 1905, $8,116.75.
r
J. H. Canning, treasurer and
the power to protect herself in such
a manner as astonished Mr. Jones. lector of Lincoln county, taxes
And we hear of many women nearly 1904, $118.82; for 1905, $1,942.79. col- Palmer Ketner, treasuser ana
every day who are doing just what
lector of McKinlev county, taxes for
this lovely "vision in blue" did.
1905, $127.19.
Eugenio Romero, treasurer and
TAKES PROFESSIONAL
of San Miguel county, taxes
PRIDE AS HANGMAN. collector
1903, $29.45; for
Van Hlse, the official hangman of for 1902, $5.56; for
$264.77; for 1905, $777.15.
the state of New Jersey, who Is sent 1904,
A
wi
Mfer. treasurer and collec
to every sheriff In the state to relieve them of the gruesome task of tor of Sandoval county, taxes for 1903,
hanging
murderers, $16.81; for 1904, $l3b.3a; tor laua,
condemned
doesn't like the talk that is springing $3,049.26.
William Mcintosh, treasurer and
up all over the state, and causing
widespread and vigorous agitation for collector of Torrance county, taxes
the substitution of electricity for the for 1905, $515.99.
Jose E. Torres, treasurer and colrope. Van Hlse really takes pride in
for
his work, and grows enthusiastic wnen lector for Socorro county, taxes 1904,
he dilates on the beauty and sym- 1902, $1.13; for 1903, $53.69; for
metry of a neat and nice "swinging $115.89; for 1905, $2,482.50.
J. C. Plemmons, treasurer and coloff" of the culprit. He has his own
for
gallows, and it is stated that he etches lector for Sierra county, taxes 1906,
it every time he sends a soul into 1903, $29.19; for 1904, $98.73; for
eternity, like a duelist nicks his pistol $5,048.88.
George J. Pace, treasurer and colwhen he lands a fresh victim. We
are told that Van Hlse has 56 notches lector for Colfax county, taxes for
on his gallows frame, and longs to 1904, $134.97; for 1905, $8,289.55.
C. J. Kelly, treasurer and collector
make It a full nundred, as Russell
Sage longs to round up his age to par for Luna county, taxes for 1905,
Only give him condemned mureders $985.82.
A. S. Goodall, treasurer and collecenough and Van Hlse will realize his
ambition, for nobody in New Jersey tor for Grant county, taxes for 1902,
envies him his self appointed mission $18.09; for 1903, $40.85; for 1904,
$156.57; for 1905, $5,537.27.
In life.
Celso Lopez, treasurer and collector for Santa Fe county, taxes for
NEW BENEVOLENCE
MAKES PEOPLES' BEACH 1902. $3.89; for 1903, $9.52; for 1904,
1905. $713.56.
Our benevolent people are on the $75.57; for Medina,
treasurer and colJose M.
lookout continually for new means of
county,
taxes for
Taos
for
lector
providing refreshing amusement and
1902, $12.50; for 1903, $21.06; for 1904,
entertainment and mental, bodily and
spiritual enjoyment for people in the $72.66; for 1905, $511.43.
W. E Williams, treasurer and col
common walks of life, who lack means
county, taxes for
to procure these blessings for them lector for San Juan 1903,
$61.65;- for
selves. Now we are to have a "peo 1902, $18.01; for 905, $1,436.72.
for
ples beach on the Long Island coast 1904, $133.55;
John F. Wolford, treasurer and colwhere a worn out, tired worker can
for Union county, taxes for
just lie on the beach and let the tire- lector
$4 26; for 1903, $2.74; for 1904,
less billows of the sea Just do the 1902,
X59 S6for 1905. J4.018.24.
work for him, while his eyes, limbs
J. S. Lea. treasurer and collector
and faculties find rest in seeing work
county, taxes for 1902
done that costs no labor. Fresh air for Chaves1903,
$51.48; for 1904, $162.
for
for children will be a specialty with $7.94;
1 !!)&.
J17.516.51.
this enterprise, and every description 34- for
treasurer and col
of benevolent
enterprise will be Oscar I.ohman.
for Dona Ana county, taxes for
given a show. There is a whole lot lector S7HR0t!HH
for 1903. $160.68: for
of air that is positively fresh careering over Long Island, and no matter 1904, $46.78; for 1905, $5,301.94.
C. J. Dunn, treasurer and collector
how much one person takes there is
for 1903,
for ntern countv. taxes
enough for any other that wants it.
I2S.05: for 1904. $166.61: for 1905,
OLD TIMER.

iu,
col-fo-

-

-

$834.38.

SUPREME

ALL WORK IS UP TO
NEXT

Camilo Sanchez, treasurer and col
lector for Guadalupe county, taxes for
$263.75; for
1903. J31B.25: for 1904.

COURT
SCHEDULE-ADJOURNM- ENT

TAKEN

UNTIL

MONDAY.

1905, $1,673.23.
IV

The supreme court continued Its ses- ? r.tr. Ti
sion at 10 o'clock yesterday morning
Donald Stewart, treasurer and colIn the chambers in the capitoi buildlector for Ouav county, taxes for
ing.
The following business was trans- 1904, $390.24; for 1905, $1,581.61.
acted:
Perfection Attained.
The disbarment proceedings brought
Perfection can only be attained in the
against J. M. Palmer, practicing at- physical by allowing Nature to approtorney of Furmington. were certified priate and not dissipate her own reto the court and by the court referred sources. Cathartics gripe, weaken
to the grievance committee of the ter- ilisslnalp vvhilo DeVVitt'a Little Eearly
ritorial bar association for investiga- Risers simply expel all putrid matter
tion. Attorney Palmer In charged and bile, thus allowing the liver to
with unprofessional
conduct. Alfer
normal activity. Good for the
the committee makes lis repoit the complexion.
Houston
W. H. How,
supreme court will act upon the mat- Tex., says: "For years I have used
ter.
Little Early Riser mis in my tamuy
Case No. iu(t2, entitled William P. No bene.1 pill can be used for consti
Cunningham, et al. plaintiffs in error, patlon." Sold hy all druggists.
vs. Kugene A. Fiske, defendant In error; decision of lower court affirmed.
"Jenkins is absolutely lacking in all
asked him if he had
Renehan, attorney for plaintiffs and sentiment.
heard of Bilsoii's romantic wedding,
Flske, attorney for defendants.
Cases Nos. 957 to 961, entitled Atlas and he said. T heard of his wedding
Assurance company, et al, plaintiffs In but " I can't see anything romantic in
error, vs. Santa Fe Mercantile com- it.'
"Ob, well, you must remember that
pany, defendant in error; motion to
recall execution, argued and submit- Jenkins has been married twice.
ted. Chllders. Langhlln and Ortiz, attorneys for plaintiffs, and Renehau.
Catron, Oortner and Spless, attorneys
for defendant.
Case No. 1139, entitled Benjamin H.
Daniel, appellant, vs. City of Roswell.
appellee; appeal dismissed.
Case No. 1121. entitled J. J. Hagnr-man- ,
Roswell Ijind and Water company, appellants, vs. Atha Meeks, et Alwayt Remember tb Full
al. appellee; argued and submitted.
axative Rromo fYoiauio
Richardson, Held and Hervey, attor
neys for appellants, and Evans, attor- OnCxridinOnDy,Crpw3 Dryi
ney for appellee.
Court tben adonavery
journed until in o'clock Monday mornas-Mi-

1

ing.

"Excuse me, congressman,"
said
his constituent, "are you in favor of
a bill for two-cefare?"
"No, I cant say that I am," he replied. "I am in favor of a return
to the old custom of issuing railroad
nt

pttSBOtH,",
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the
the
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ALBUQUERQUE,

Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
with names anil addresses
people who are -of
"Neccessary to Your Prosperity

Vh3

WANTEt

street.

h
rr

NEW MEXICO

fsrwfial anti .S4aTc

Pi

McSPADDEN The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.

--

h

i'M'rTTT4"fTT'H..n..n.
Montezuma Ttust Co.

man who rhouid bo working for yout
man wl5 would glidly lend you moneyt
man wha nculd like to buy your horss?
man who would buy an Interest in your busIneisT
man who would buy that lot of ground?
man who would buy your old blcyclet

WANTED- iloanleis ami roomers
at the Green hotel, 821 South Third

BANK WSTirUTiQNt;

1

fin flfin

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits
i

WANTED TO RENT One or two
rooms, permanently, furnished for
housekeeping; must be reasonable.
Address E. M. D., Citizen office.
WANTED
A live apprentice boy, to
learn the painters' trade. See Hudson, the South Second street painter.
WANTED
Gentlemen s seconci-nanclothing. No. 515 South First street
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTED
To figure
on painting,
tinting, paper hanging, decorating
and slgi writing; best and cheapest in (own. Address, R. B., this
d

PERSONAL.
VERY wealthy young widow wishes
to correspond with view to matrimony; no objection to poor man if
honest. Box 98 Harvey, 111.

K

g,
(tamest
Eq&q
Mies,
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

FOUND.

1 119

Small bunch of keys In
saloon. Owner can have
same by calling at Citizen office and
paying for this notice.

FOUN

D

Hi

Qii

Mm

Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs. Horses

On

Wagons nnd other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
and strictly private.
Time:
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
are
reasonable. Call and see us beCitizen.
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
FOR RENT
tickets to and from all
FOR RENT Rooms tor housekeep Steamship parts
of the world.
ing. 624 West Railroad avenue.
Rooms 3 and 4, Qrant Bldg.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
315 West Railroad Ave.
room, well lighted. 402 East Lead
PRIVATE OFFICES.
avenue..
Open Evenings
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms;
Responsible
all modern conveniences. 522 West Reliable
REAL E8TATE.
Lead avenue.
cottage,
FOR RENT New three-roofurnished complete for light housekeeping. Inquire at 506 Bouth Arno
Several Houses for Rent.

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $190,000.00.

office.
MALE HELP WANTED.
THREE YOUNG MEN to prepare lor
desirable positions in Government
Service. Good salary. Fine oppor
tunity for promotion. Address U. S.

and

Solicits

New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

LUNA, President.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

4

SANTA

FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
BU QUH RQUS, N. M.

street.

FOR RENT Alfalfa and truck ranch
for rent; one hours drive from
town. Address William A. Brown,
Alameda.
FOR RENT Newly furnisned rooms,
single and en suite. Call 619 W.
Railroad avenue. Mrs. V. Maestas.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
with steam heat. Grant building,
Vi Railroad avenue.
Inquire
at room B.
300-30-

3

FO RJ5ALE
FOR SALE All lots In Coronada
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South

Broadway:
FOR SALE A good, strong pony;
also fine saddle. Inquire at 210
North Sixth street.
I'OR SALE Horse, buggy and har
ness. 408 Mountain road.
your
SELL, RENT OR TRADE
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busi
ness' for city property. T. L.
300 South Broadway.
post-gooOR SALE Indian trading
location and a paying business.
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadst

Officer
JOSHtJA 8. RAYNOLt

CORNER LOT

on South Walter Street,

M.

$25000

McKEK

.

It. A. FROST
H. T. RAY NOi. Da

PORTERFIELD CO.,
110 W. Gold.

rVpoeMory

DENTISTS.
Dental Surgeon.

Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.

Csjrhles

AMlataat Oasblev

.

DEPOSITORY.

for Atchison, Topoka

iWMN

,

$ 369. 006. M

Santa Fe Railway Oompaay

pccoccxxrcQ oo ccxroooczcxxxc50
O. N. MARRON,

Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. ra.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mail.
LAWYERS.

Bernard S. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue
way.
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
FOR SALE Team of ponies, double business pertaining to the profession
harness and light spring wagon; Will practice in all courts of the terricheap, if sold at once. Address P. tory and before the United State
O. Box 115.
land office.
'OR SALE OR TRADE
A good
Ira M. Bond.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
Schumaker piano. A bargafh. T.
it. Mcspacicien, 3U0 south Broadway N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
FOR SALE Cheap, a
brick lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
bouse on North Second street; 5 letter patents, trade marks, claims.
blocks from Railroad avenue. 114
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
North Second street.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise que, N. M. Office, First National
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300 Bank building.
South Broadway.
E. W. Dobson.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
FOR SAL43 A bamisorne Hardman
piano, in fine condition and almost well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
new, at a bargain.
For particuJohn H. Stingle.
lars, call at this office.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16, N
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you in- T. Armljo building, Albuquerque
terested In mines? I have some N. M.
said to be good deals. Talk with
ARCHITECTS.
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. BroadF. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
way.
Barnett building
ford, rooms
OR SALE $25,000 ranch at a
N. M. Both 'phones.
Albuquerque,
will take small property in
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
talk with F. L. McSpadden. 303
A. L. Morgan.
south Broadway.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACFOR SALE $700 will buy equity In
Estimates are
s
residence on the best TOR AND BUILDER Job work solicstreet In the city; will rent for $45 cheerfully furnished;
724; shop at
month; owner leaving town. F. L ited. Automatic phone,
911 North Second street, Albuquer
McSpadden, 303 South Broadway
que, N. M.
,
double-ba- r
FOR SALE A
PHYSICIANS.
reled,
shotgun; bran new
never has been used; one of th
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
flee for particulars.
Room 25, Whiting building, over
FOR SALE A good paying hotel in
Vann's drug store. Automatic
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300
telephone, 410.
Sou tli Broadway.
DR. R. L. MUST,
FOR SALE A bargain, if sold
at
once, one
house, with bath
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
cement walks; furnished or unfur
Tuberculosis treated with
nlshed. Electric lights or gas. Ad
Electrical Current and GerT., this office.
dress.
micide. Treatments given each day
FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 looming from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South in attendance. Both 'phones.
Broadway.
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
FOR SALE 1,000-acrranch, plenty of
limited to diseases of the
har- Practice
water. 20 cows, 2 good hor.-enose, ear, throat and lungs.
ness ami wagon;
house, barn,
etc., $3,ooo. N. Peach & Co., real Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
estate dealers, 208V4 West Gold
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
Telephones:
avenue.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
FOR SALE One corner lot", c. ntaTiT-intwo
frame cottages;
bath; cement walks on both streets; Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat,
good shade; electric light and fuel
for Santa Fe coast
gas on premises.
Address, T. A. Occulist and Aurist
313V&
West Railroad
Office,
lines.
this office.
P0IISALE Hotel. European plai7; avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. ra. and 130 to 5
20 rooms, newly furnished In new
P.
building; best location in city; a
UNDERTAKER.
tlno business proxsition. Reason
for selling, poor health. Address
Colo. Red 115.
216.
Auto,
'phone
F. J., this office.
A. BORDERS,
City Undertaker,
BUSINESS CHANCES.
Commercial Club Building. Black
STATE RIGHT for invention which
and white hearse, $5
has been successfully Introduced, u
'assayers.
for sale on royalty. The rlnit man
will clear $25 a day in the territory
a collins.
corbet
of New Mexico. Write for Informa- Civil and
United
Mining Engineers.
tion, to B. Singer, Securiiy buildDeputy Mineral Surveyors.
States
ing. Chicago.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plasa, Santa Fe, N.M.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
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Authorhw
Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

CARDS

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

,

'

O.

Keep Your Eye on This Space.
PROFESSIONAL

....

W. FLOUR NOY

FRANK

If Sold This Week.

and Director.

President.

J.

B.

HERNDON, Cashier.

The State Natlona I Bank
of AiDuquerquc, New Mexico

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$100,000.00
15,000.00

The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon
of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treat- meut. Correspondence or a personal interview solicited.
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"OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLI8HSD 1871

B. PUTNEY

L.

WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions

46-4-

bar-gal-

Carries the Largeat and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

first-clas-

jRAIUtC

ALBUQUERUE, N. M. Q

first-class-

Walker, collector and treas
urer for Eddv county, taxes for 1903,
for 1906
$22.62; for 1904, $192.86;
.1
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of
of
of
of
of
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O YOU WANT THE
NAME, AND ADDRESS
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l"haveJroiit'rty'

to trade for city property,
McSoadden

800 SoM'h

y,

Room

J. R. Farwell.
23, N. T. Armljo Building.
lancTma T T E R 3

H. W. 8. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Slim "avenue. Will attend

&- -

T

You deposit the cost of the heate r. $2. You have the use of the
heater until the 15th of May; return the heater on or before that
date and the $2 is yours again Ask about it at Fourth street and
Gold avenue. The Gas Man.

The Albuquerque Gas,

Eleitric Light

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

13.
RIGHT

NEXT

At Consistent Pricts

TO

Power Co.

and

RUPPE
BANK

203 W.

OF COMMERCE

Rai!od At.

J. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

CIVIL ENGINEfeR.

in

Missouri,
Iowa,
Kansas,
and Arizona to trade for
property.
Tall;
Albuquerque
itn
me. T. L. McSpadden, 3"u South
Broadway.
I have soma ramTLTs
TO EXCHANGE
Illinois,
Colorado

f

t

8 PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most ecouomlcal, full
measure.

HERMAN-WILLIA-

KIRST ftTREET AND COAL AVE.

Always
PAPER
Cei-e- si.
Lime,
P1"r.
Paint. Glass, 8aia Doors, te.

BUILDING
"tock-

-

ALBUQU-RO-

O-

N

bj.

SATURDAY,
?7-

-J

ALHUQUEHQUE EVENING

JANUARY 27, 190.
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SOME MORE ABOUT

IMPOR

TUBERCULOSIS
Dr. T. B. Kcycs Gives Evening

Citizen Another Interesting Interview.
IS

OF

INTEREST

TO

mm

TITTFT:

MM II

11

u

11 11

Those having first options must call at the office of the Surety Investment Company between
. .... M.,v
y
w
H. in. luuiouay, reuiuciry ibt, emu maKe gooa, otnerwise second
option will have preference. Remember the terms are $10 down,
balance $5 per month for each lot purchased.

non-eatin- g

D. B. K. SELLERS, Agent;
quantity, and while nature endeavors
to force her limited powers into armies of leucocytes with which to deANYTHING
stroy the enemy, the disease, she has
nothing to feed these defenders upon,
the system is completely bankrupt,
the adipose has been used, and all
A WORD FROM JOSH WISE.
nutriment of the body has yielded in
endeavors to supply It with nutrition.
The patient is emaciated and wasted.
He cannot digest the food required,
and nothing is to be derived from the
system. Had subcutaneous injection
of oil been instituted early in the disease, the nutriment which the blood
Some people think th'
requires for destroying the disease
simple life means th' unwould have been furnished.
comfortable life.
Oils when injected are undoubtedly
digested and used In nutrition and to
produce force. The constituents
of
the blood grow, and material is supplied to heal lung cavities.
Cell activity is promoted, and all of the
great theories of Immunity in the preIt's just, nosslhlo that Arwtv Hamil
vention and cure of disease are met ton Is on his way home. Hughes has
In a most remarkable way.
For in- saiiett ror Europe.
jections I use both olive oil and sperm
LIKE ANOTHER INVIoil. Sperm oil Is thinner and more SOUNDED
TATION.
easily injected, but seems longer in
"I say, Boozby, won't you join the
being absorbed than the olive oil.
Both oils are to be recommended and, L. S. T. V.?"
What're they havsometimes one oil will seem to actj "Sure thing.
better than the other. The average, ing?"
dose which I inject is 20 c. c. daily,
"Are you goine to nut that norch
using a syringe which I have had es-- 1 climber
through
the sweatbox?"
pecially constructed.
To the piston
4 he detective.
ia fitted a thumb aerew for lnwerin? asked
"No."
said
the chief "he' Hneh an
the piston, and thus enables one to1 old hand that It wouldn't do any good.
make the injection without shaking I think I'll put him In a street car
the needle and causes less pain.
between 6 and 6 this evening."
The following inferences may be
drawn from this Interview: That the
of fats leads to their
and tuberculosis. To
the habit of
digestion of fata and oils, a plentiful
supply of them should be eaten. There
must be a constant continuity of
training. And that subcutaneous injections of oil form the most valuable
part of the treatment of tuberculosis.

NOTICE

MOST

People who do not eat hearty meals
on account of lack of appetite will
soon become of "full habit" when
they are trained to eat regular and
large meals, as instanced with the
tubercular patient who, troubled with
anorexia and loss of appetite, when
placed upon a forced diet and made
to eat a given amount--, will under
these conditions experience a return
of appetite in very short time. Signs
drawn from the habit of not eating
fats are everywhere pointing to the
conditions which produce tuberculosis,
prominent among them written in
very strong characters is the blood.
The blood shows proof as to its CORN IS URGED AS
need of oil in the tubercular patient.
Examinations of the blood of a great
AN EXCELLENT CROP
niHny tubercular patients were made
a study by Dr. L. Applebaum. He
divided his cases into groups corre- BETTER THAN WHEAT IN NEW
MEXICO, SAYS C. B. ALLAIRE, OF
sponding to the stage of the disease.
In the first stage of tuberculosis the
SAN ANTONIO.
AND REASONS
blood changes are not typical. In the
WHY.
type of patients in which tuberculosis
Is a matter of years of slow developON THE WATER WAGON.
C. B. Allaire of San Antonio, N. M.,
ment, the tall, thin, pale, rapidly grow- has been experimenting in raising
ing young subject, with poorly devel- corn, and his conluslons he gives in
Anyway, a lot oi people might
oped chest, anemia Is present in the a letter to the Socorro Chieftain. never have heard of Poultney Bige
beett for ,he Unlted
first stage of tuberculosis; the ery- The Citizen make the
throcytes are diminished in number, tracts;
the hemoglobin reduced, the specific
The farmers of Illinois and other
gravity lessened, and coagulation deINDIAN 5CH00L NOTES
in the Mississippi valley are
layed. In the class of individuals hav- states
spending
every
hundreds
of
dollars
ing good color and a liberal pannlcu-lu- s year
Mr. Malcolm It. Odell and wife, from
adipose, the blood is normal dur- corn in their efforts to breed seed Vancouver, Wash., have been apKint-ehighest
the
of
possible
standard.
ing the first stage of tuberculosis.
reas teacher and housekeeper,
In the first group the toxic effect Is Fortunately for us, we can take ad- spectively, at the
Felipe day
San
vantage
get
and
benefit
the
of
the
of a long standing but as yet not add7M.
MUs Spea"
vanced tuberculosis Is apparent.
In eTVuffher
brrt
"I"1'11
.we!Hunt.
predecessors,
,,L,
the second stage cf tuberculosis the n.........
,
their
f!8
returned To
.
vl atLuuiai me th citv last evenlne
blood Is seemingly normal, estimated
by the ordinary means for the determof the
which
out
adapted
are
best
to our lo- Indian school at Taiintchi, lent
ination of Its character, but autopsies cal conditions.
is a guest
Having
we
that,
done
of the local school. She is acquaintshow that th"e organs of patients dying
continue to develop and select ed with a great
many of the Navajo
during the second stage of tubercu- must
every
year
supply
high
a
grade seed Indian boys who are at school
of
losis are very markedly anemic. The for planting
here,
crop.
the
main
as a number of them came from her
fact that there is a diminution In the
I do not believe that Irrigation is at school.
blood mass, a loss cf watery elements
She expresses herself as
which conceals the true state of, af- all necessary or advisable for a crop much pleased with the progress they
fairs by presenting normal findings of corn on our low valley lands. The! have made.
The land recently purchased for the
when the formed elements are count- ground should be plowed in the fall
ed or the hemoglobin tested. In the so as to be in a condition to absorb use of the school is being enclosed by
near the surface all the a new fence, which Improves it a apThird stage of tuberculosis the anemia and retain
is no longer concealed under the moisture falling in the winter. Then pearance very much.
The children had a party last evenmask of oligemia. During this period plant as early as possible, or as soon
hemoglobin averages 40 to 45 percent, as the ground is warm enough to ing, and all enjoyed themselves very
promote
germination
As
of
seed.
the
much.
erythrocytes 2 to 214 million, specific
gravity 1040 to 1042. The leucocytes soon as the corn is up begin to cultiBLAND IMPROVING.
vate.
every
ten
days
or
Cultivate
are increased and may number 10,000
to 20.000 at the end of life. In the two weeks so as to thoroughly pulver- Assessment Work
Hat Shown Up
hyperleucoeytosis of the final stage, ize the surface and keep it in condiSome Good Ore Bodies.
the polymorphonuclear leucocytes are tion until the crop Is at least three
relatively increased
and constitute feit high. This will prevent evaporaGeorge Hofheim, the Bland miner,
X5 per cent of the total number
of tion of the moisture from the soil was In the city this week, on busiwhite blood cells. Without producing and fhe underflow in low lands will, ness, and freely talked of things in
tne various evidences which are fur- by capillary attraction, provide an his district.
nished by different observers on the ample supply of moisture to meet the
Nothing much more than assessblood findings, lit us analyze briefly demands of plant growth, this making ment work has been done In the
t
these conditions which call for nour- irrigation unnecessary.
this vear. but even that wnrli
I believe corn can be made a far, has been the cause of opening up
ishment, and particularly oil nourishment, since in subcutaneous alimeuia-tioprofitable crop here than wheat,! era po()lI bodies of ore.
oil is the only product which to especially if It can be grown with-- j
The camp goes into ibe new year
any extent
appreciably furnishes out Irrigation, by a proper selection looking more promising than ever, but
force to the body, and increases cell and treatment of soil. A bushel of! the character of the ores In that
Is worth more than a bushel of, trie! make It no poor man's proposi- formation. In the group of cases referred to in the classified examina- uueat. in euner case tne cost or pre- - tion. Expensive machinery is neces-i- i
tions of the blood we find that In the sring the land ia the same. The;sary r ,j1P treatment of the ores in
first stage, and those who have some (Reed for an acre costs less than for the district, and it Is a hard matter
t'.it, that before this adipose tissue is wheat, the crop should be far larger to interest the required capital since
wasted, it yields Itself to keep up the .per acre, all the work, except husk- - the nock jobbing concern took a
norma! constituents of the blood so ing, can be done by horse power, and whirl at the district,
far as possible, but In the second the harvesting can be done at leisure
The machinery of the old Alber- stasc and as the disease progresses. without hiring extra labor, while the marie mill Is gradually being taken
i!;ere is no adipose tissue to supply stalks remaining in the field make away, but at the rate the work is be- in excellent ami valuable winter pats. du carried on it will take some months
i he
bloo.l. which then ditnlnihcs
' yet
"lrto see the last of It.
We do not need to develop strains
THE
of corn for various uses.
Ve have
no starch factories clncosc factories
YOUR BRAIN
.
...
.
or distilleries to utilize the crop. We tM) IIL'II" NO iTT
i i
Miouui aim to produce the largest pos- t' JfiptAUtRL
Needs Food--No- t
sit-tper
reacre,
number of bushels
IS mTIL nrlSI L,?.7
C.talDfl
gardless of color, shape or size of ear UH I
Lu7 1
VF
we
nen
can nroi uce corn
u
iun.
st a cost of to cents per bushel ( r.ti CluV
!bh
or less, we can then profitably, tlj 5 tlBURl Luii'kGrape-Nu- ts
in ilmbinatlon with our alfalfa, fatten y'1 "d, ''1!w1'''t !'l
" :
our own l,ogs and cattle for our home p'Tnui
.
rTv-- t
liKirket, thus stopping two nf ihe 'it i.auU-kulor'""'.
V
t.
''
Food for Brains ha Stood the
I
liivm Uti f :il ":
heaviest ilrawa
ui
- m .nr
HH l...
1, 0''IIB Alt'' I
lid
Tett.
uMe to retain at home the enormous
(Til UNHEAL)
tha
,d
sums we are now sending east every A
i'init,
e
m i.iti.. Hnr
year for these two necessary items in Viz'. "J
'.. ..
supply.
food
our
iwiwl.Jm-.'-.T- r
v "Ji
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FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1076.
(Small Holding Claim No. 445.)
(Small
(Small
Holding
Claim
Holding Claim No. 1601.)
Vo.
1054.)
Department of the Interior. United Department of the Interior, United
Department of the Interior, United
Department
of
TTnitnrt
Interior
the
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N
Office,
Land
States
Santa Fe, N. M.,
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
M., Dec. 29, 190S.
January 8, 1906.
20, 1905.
t
,
January
Notice Is hereby given that the follohereby
Is
Notice
given that the folNotice Is hereby given that the fol
wing-named
Notice la herebv riven that tha fnt
claimant has filed no- lowing named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final tice of his intention to make final lowing named claimant has filed no lowing named claimant has filed noof his intention to make final
nce or
proof in support of his claim under proor in support of his claim
intention to make final tice
under proof in nissupport
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
of his claim under proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17, of the act of Marc
3, 1891 (26 Stats., S54), as amended 3, 1891, (26
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March 3.
854), as amended 3,
1891, (26 Stau.. 854), as amende
by tne act of February 21, 1S93, (27 by the act ofStats.,
1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
February 21, 1893, (27 by
by the act of February 21. 1893, (17
1BQ
act
Stats., 470). and that said proof will States.. 470). and
91
191
of
the
Fehmarv
that naiH nrnnf will
470), and that said proof will Stau., 470). and that said proof will
be made before U. B. Court Commis- pe made before
the United States States.,
be made before the United States he made before the United State
sioner at Albuquerque, N. M.. on the cuun commissioner
at Albuquerque, court
8th day of February,
1906,
commissioner at Albuquerque, court commissioner at Albuquerque.
Vis: N. M., on
15, 1906., viz.,
N. M., on the 19th day of February, JLM".on the 29th daT o( January,
Trinidad Jaramillo y Maxwell, for the Beat lis C. February
de
Sanchez, widow of
lSWfi, viz.,
8. Otero, tor the
Small Holding Claim No. 107S, in Jesus H. Sanchez,
Anei Komero, ror
S. H. S. II. C. Nol Mellton
deceased, for the C. No.viz.,
1601 in o.tUin ia
Sees. 9 and 10, T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
1054
In
13
24,
Sees.
7
and
T.
S. H. C. No. 445, situated in Sec. 25,
north,
7
shin
Aaat
N., R. 2 E., and Sees. 18 and 19, T. 7
He names the following witnesses T. 7
R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, .T. 7 N.,
tlon 24. township 7 north, mi..
to prove his actual continuous ad- R. 3 N.,
N.. R. 3 E.
E.
east.
verse possession of said tract for
names the following wltnoaaoa
names the following witnesses to He
He names the following witnesses
twenty years next preceding the tur to He
prove his actual continuous adverse
prove
his
actual
to prove his actual mntlntwina arfvAM
continuous
adverse
vey of the township. Tlx:
possession
of
twenty
tract
said
for
possession of said tract for twenty years
possession of said tract for twenty
Leopoldo Jaramillo, of Tome, N. M.; years
next preceding the survey of years
next preceding the survey of tne
next preceding the survey of the
Pedro Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Jose the township,
township,
viz.:
viz.:
IVHUOUIJ), TlZ;
Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N. M.;
Garcia,
Eracllo
of
xt
v
Peralta
Manuel Maes, of Valencia, N. M.;
Jesus Salasar
ntnm nf
Manuel Salazar y Otero, of Albuquer- Mariano
Perea. nf Valencia M M Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.; Mell- - N. M.; Placido Salasar y Otero, of Al- que, N. M.
s.
Hlg-liniutero,
ion
of
reralta, N. M.;
""hucihuo,
Any person who desires to protest Jose G. Chavez, of Valencia, n! M.;
m.f jesus Kancnes
Chavez, of Peralta, N. M.
against the allowance of said proof, or miguei ssnva, or Valencia, N. M.
Any
dp aires tn nrntnit Alarld. of Valencia M M ' rw.M..tl
nerson
who
Any
person
who
Gurule,
protest
to
desires
of
Peralta, N. M.
who knows of any substantial reason
against the allowanco of said proof
Any person who desires to protest
against the laws and regulations of aeainSt the allnwAnna nf anM nrsnf or wno Knows or any substantial
reaor
any
against
who
knows
of
the allowanoA nf aaMV, yiOTI,
substantial rea
the Interior Department why such son
under the laws and regulations of or who knows
under the laws and regulations of son
of im nhi,nM.i
proof should not be allowed will be
interior department why such son under the laws
the interior department why such the
gWen an opportunity at the
and regulations of
proof should not bo allowed will ho proof should not be allowed, will be
time and place to
given an opportunity at the above- - proof interior department wny socht
given
an
opportunity
at the
not be allowed, will be
the witnesses of said claimant,
mentioned tl m a anil Til n Pa tn urn,,. given should
e
.
an ODDortunitv at
time and place to
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
examine
witnesses
claim-the
i
of
said
mentioned
witnesses
the
of said claim ant, and to offer
time .and nlaca
that submitted by claimant.
evidence in rebuttal examine the witnesses of
ant, and to offer evtdencA In rahnttal
claimMANUEL R. OTERO,
i iuab nuuuiuitru ny Claimant.
ant, and tO Offer AvManta said
of that submitted by claimant.
Register.
MANUEL
R.
OTERO.
of
that
MANUEL R. OTERO,
submitted by claimant.
o
Register.
Register.
MANUEL- - K. OTERO,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
o
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 669.)
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 655.) ..
Department of the Interior, United
(Small Holding Claim No. 661.)
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.. Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United
(Small Holding Claim No. t2.)
Dec. 28, 1905.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M..
Notice Is herebv riven that th fol
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
States Land Office, Santa F. N. M.
Dec. 28, 1905.
lowing-name- d
January 8, 1906.
claimant has filed noNotice Is hereby given that the folloNotice Is hereby given that the folloNOtlCA
tice of his intention to make final wing-named
l
claimant has filed no- wing-named
claimant has filed no- lowing fa tlArAhw rt trawt
proof in support of his claim under tice of his intention
named rlalma.nt ha. lnj
to
final tice of his intention
make
to
final
make
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March proof in support of his claim under proof in support of his claim
under tice of his Intention to make final
3. 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by sections 16
and 17 of the act of March Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March pruui in support or ms claim under
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by 3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
amended sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
470), and that said proof will be made the act of February 21, 1893 (27
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 3, 1891, (26 Stau., 864), as amended
Stats.,
before the U. S. Court Commissioner 470), and that said proof will be
made Stats., 470), and that said proof will by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day before the U. S.
Commissioner be made before U. S. Court Commis- Stats., 470), and that said proof wlH
of February, 1906, vix: Jesus Garcia, at Albquerque, N. Court
statAA
M., on the 7th day sioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the be made before the TTnitAt
for the Small Holding Claim No. 569, of February, 1906, viz: Pedro
Galle8th day of February,
1906, Vis: court commissioner at San Rafael, N.
In Sees. 24, 25 and 26, T. 7 N., R. 2 E. gos y Gonzales, for the small holding
Romulo Aragon y Baca, agent of Ter- m., on v eoruary , i9uB, vu.: Barbara
He names the following witnesses claim No. 661 In Sees. 3, 10 and 11, esa
Baca y Garcia de Aragon, for the J. de Pino, for the lota 1 an
to prove his actual continuous adverse T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
Small Holding Claim No. 655, Sec. 25, tlon 20; lot 8, section 16 and 17, town.
.
,nnsnpnolnn ui aalft iiat-- i t t,He names the following witnesses T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, T. 7 N., ship 10 north, range 7 west.
iweuij
years next preceding theiuisurvey
He names the following witnesses
of to prove his actual continuous adverse R. 3 E.
me? luwuoump, viz:
possession of said tract for twenty
it.
names the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous
Benito Armljo, or Valencia, N. M.; years next preceding the survey of to He
prove his actual continuous ad- verse possession of bum traot for
Juan Apodaca of Valencia, N. M.; 811 the township, viz:
verse possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the surverlo Martlnei, of Valencia. N. M.;
vey of the township, vis:
Jose Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N. twenty years next preceding the sur
Gregorlo Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.
Gorgonio Fimiema nf
M.; Francisco Torres, of
ft. M.; vey of the township, viz:
Any person who desires to protest Manuel Gallegos, of Tome,Tome,
Rafael Gurule, of Peralta, N. M.; M.; Pablo Lucero, of Cuhero, N. M,
against the allowance of said proof, nardo Gallegos, of Tome, N.N. M.M.; Ber- Antonio
Jose Aragon, of Valencia, N BanlBta Baca, of Cubero, N. M.; Juan
or who knows of any substantial reaAny person who desires to protest M.; Gregorlo Aragon, of Valencia, N. D. Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
son under the laws and regulations against the allowance
A n V neraon vhn riABlra
n nmlt
of said proof, M.; Francisco Aragon y Baca, o
of the Interior Department why such or wrho knows of any substantial
against the allowance of said proof.
reaN. M.
proof should not be allowed will be son under the laws and regulations Valencia,
Any person who desires to protest or wno snows or any substantial rea
given an opportunity at the
of the Interior Department why such against the allowance of said proof, or son unaer the laws end regulations of
time and place to
proof should not be allowed will be who knows of any
substantial reason the Interior department, why such
the witnesses of said claimgiven an opportunity at the
against the laws and regulations of proof should net be allowed, will be
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
time and place to
the Interior Department why such given an opportunity at the above
of mat submitted by claimant.
the witnesses of said claim- proof should not he. allowed will ha mentioned time and plac) to
e
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal given an opportunity at the above- the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
e
mentioned time and place to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
the witnesses of said claimant, of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO.
and to offer cvldenrA In rAtitittal nf
(Small Holding Claim No. 323.)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Register.
Department of the Interior, United
that submitted by claimant.
o
MANUEL R. OTERO,
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
(Small Holding Claim No. C62.)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Register
January 3, 1906.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Department of the Interior, United
(Small Holding Claim No. 617.)
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
lowing named claimant has filed no(Small Holding Claim No. 700.)
Department of the Interior, United
tice of his intention to make final January 17, 1906.
proof in support of his claim tinripr
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M,
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office. Santa Fe, N. M.,
January 9, 1906.
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March lowing named claimant has filed noNotice is hereby given that the fol3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended tice of nis intention to make final
Is
hereby
Notice
given
the
that
lowing
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 proof in support of his claim under
named claimant has filed nono
claimant
filed
has
tice of his intention to make final
Stats., 470), and that said proof wiil sections 1 and 17 of the act of March tice
his
of
intention
to
make
final
proof in support of his claim under
be made before the United Statoa 3, mi (26 Stats., 854), as amended
proof in support of his claim under sections 16
court commissioner at San Rafel, N. by the uet of February 21, 1893 (27 sections
and 17 of the act of March
16 and 17 of the act of March 3.
M., on February 9,
1891. (26 Stats.. 854), as amended
viz.: Dona-clan- o Stats., 47u), and that said proof will 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Pino, for the 1 ami 2, section 20; be made before United States comact of February 21, 1893 t27 Stats., States.,
470), and that said proof will
lot 3, sections 17 and 20; lot 4, sec-- ! missioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the
470),
said
thnt
and
proof
will
made
be
he made before the United Btates
Hon 17; lot 5, sections 8 and 9, town- February 27. 1906. viz Federico Sanbefore
U.
the
S.
Commissioner
Court
chez y Montoya, for the Small Holdship 10 north, rante 7 west.
commissioner at Albuquerque,
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day court
N. M., on February 17, 1906, viz.,
He names the following witnesses ing Claim No. fif2, situated in Sec. of February, 1906,
viz:
Juan
Apodaca,
to prove his actua'. continuous ad-- 24, T. 7 N.. It. 2 E.
Sanchez de Vigil, for the 8.
for the lot 1, sees. 23
24, and lot
C. No. 617, in lot 1
verse possession of said tract for' He names the following witnesses 2, sec. 23, T. 7 N.. R. 2 and
Sees. 25, 26
E.
twenty years next preceding the sur-- ! to prove his actual continuous adand 36; Iota 2 and 4, Sec. 26, and
names
following
He
the
witnesses
verse possession of said tract for to prove
vey of the township, viz:
Sec. 35, T. 7. N., R. 2 E.
continuous adverse 3, He
Gorgonio Flgueioa. of Cuhero, N. twenty years next preceding the sur- possessionhisofactual
names the following wltnf
twenty
said
for
tract
M.; Pablo Lucero, of Cuhero, N. M.,j vey of the township, viz:
years next preceding the survey of to prove his actual continuous adversu
possession of said tract for twenty
Kanlsta Baca, of Curo, N. M.; Juan' Mellton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; the townshlnp, viz:
D. Martinez, of Cul.ero, N. M.
Juan Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
years next preceding the survey of
Armljo,
Benito
Valencia,
M.;
N.
of
Any person who desires to protest! Benito Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.;
the township, viz.:
aKainst the allowance of said proof, i Esiauislas Garley, of Peralta, N. M.
Juan Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
Apodaca,
of
N.
M.;
Valencia,
or who knows of any sulstantlal rea- - Any person who desires to protest Tomas Martinez, of Valencia, N. M.
Benito Armljo, of Valencia. N. M.;
son under the laws ami regulations of against the allowance of said proof,
Any person who desires to protest Manuel Alarid. of Valencia N M
the Interior department, why such; or who knows of any substantial rea- against the allowance of said
proof, Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.
Proof should not be allowed, will be, son under the laws and regulations
Any person who desires to protest
r who knows of any substantial reagiven an opportunity at the above! of the Interior department why such son under the laws and regulations against the allowance nf anM nrnof
proof should not be allowed will be of the Interior Department why
or who knows of any substantial reamentioned time and j.lace to
at the above proof should not be allowed willsuch
son under the laws and regulations of
fhe witnesses of said claim- given an opportunity place
be
to cross given an opportunity at
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal mentioned time and
- the Interior department
why such
abovethe
clalm-at.t.
examine the witnesses of said
"f that submitted bv claimant.
proof should not be allowed, will be
mentioned
place
time
and
to
r.nd to offer evidence in rebuttal
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the witnesses of said claim- given an opportunity at the above- submitted by claimant.
ant, and to offer pvlitpnpa In rphuttal mentioned time anil nlnca in rroaa- Register of tiiat
M ANTE I. It. OTERO,
Register.
"See that house over there with the
of that submitted by claimant.
examiue the witnesses of said claimbay window?" the sneak thief asked
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
ON
FULL
STOMACH.
TRAVELED
"is partner.
o
of that submitted by claimant.
Joe Miller ad the ill luck of break-Ji"Yep."
ATTORNEY CLANCY APPOINTED
MANUEL R. OTERO,
bis Ijutw down en route to town.
'Well,
e rau i,,isi in there ami
ON CHAVES COMMISSION.
Register.
fio through the place from cellar to Mum a eat oo hearty a dinner.
Parret. The woman that lives there Bachelor IIkIu correspondence, Wal- appointed Frank W
1"
K0
the opim.
'0 " l".Ke
rinncv ,.f aii...
"as gone away to fiiiv ail night. She lowa l Ore.) News.
won t
back."
y. , .r:
s. sir," sputtered thei to secure a bust of the late J. Franco O Kourke. "Nelson wants
"How d ye know?''
an ace in
has a record of Chaves, who was a prominent figure ,
uml U(J fl(nireg tmu hlJ cant
"Cause nhe didn't put the front (dil einieiuaii. all"be
In
.New
Mexico history and polities. kH lt here ln ,he timt wnlU) ,1B (yia
bis descendants may
which he ami
door key under the m;ii."
bo proud, lie was vindicated by the for filty years, and who was assassin- - j 'Frisco. I think that when Nelsoa
ated ln November, 1904. This appoint- - fights again it will be In the west. I
The Carnegie hen, commission has L'i.iii-- 1 S'a'es senate."
decided there wero no heroes in the
'Taste j a voto of confidence in him, ment was made to fill the vacancy ottered $15,000 for Nelson and Her- T-iicaused by the death of the late Pedro rora to fight before the Tuxedo club
disaster. If ;h re had been a did it?"
not that, not that. Perea as a member of the commls- - and Nelson turned It down. And that
hero or two there uiir'ht have been
"No, sir: no.
uo disaster.
8ioD
was a pretty fat purse at that."
It filed him"
,

non-eatin- g

" There's a Reason."
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From one to seven Options are
now on all but three lots in

ALL

Dr. Thomas Bassett Keyes of Chicago, who intends shortly to erect ft
tent colony on the Highlands, this
city, for consumptives. particulars of
which appeared in a recent issue, was
approached last evening by a reporter
from The Evening Citizen, and asked
more concerning his treatment of
tuberculosis. Dr. Keyes said:
I wonder if the public ever realize
how closely the
and
of' fats are related to tuber
culosis? Let us question some of our
patients as to whether they eat the
fat from their meat, a good supply of
butter, cream and oils, and what will
be the result? This question has been
answered before by many physician.
Consumptives do not eat fats. The
habit of not eating fats may have
commenced from the weening period
of infancy and may have had Its inception from the example set by tuberculosis patients, e shall now see how
this habit of not eating fats leads to
their
malnutrition and
tuberculosis.
It would Beem on account o the
plasticity cf organic materials, that
habits implanted from birth, as abstaining from fats, would lead to a
condition not favorable to their digestion; .esiwclally is this true of fats
n account of the manner in which
they are digested.
Fats are digested in the intestine,
where they are split into oils, by the
pancreatic juices and bile, after which
their digestion is not agreed upon by
all physiologists, which shows that it
is not exactly understood, some believing that the fats are snponlfied;
others that they are not; then they
pass through the walls of the villi of
the intestine, if conditions are favorable. In the walls of the villi of the
intestine after a hearty meal and under normal conditions, there are many
white blood cells, which seem to be
In waiting to absorb these fats like
animals waiting to be fed. If there
never were any fats to be digested
and absorbed from the Intestine then
the Juices which are used to break up
the fats would be come lessened, as
ail digestive juices do when not called
"Hon, as is Instanced in the "faddisis"
who go without breakfast, and soon
they have no demand or appetite for
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The county of Ilernallllo paid the largest amount of
territorial taxes collected during iho month of DecemNext conies Colfax
ber last, amounting to $20,523.

county, with $8,289. Third, Valencia county paid $8,11G.
Tax collections for December were not as good as was
expected and unless taxes are collected more energetically and thoroughly, there may bo a deficit in territorial funds at the end of the present fiscal year.
The largest amount of court fees turned over to the
territorial treasurer from the several judicial districts,
for the quarter ended Dec. 31, 1905, was $778.81, from the
Then there came In order the
fifth, or Koswell district.
second, or Albuquerque dbrtrict, $46; the fourth, or Las
Vegas district, $G15; the third, or Socorro district, $548;
the first, or Santa Fe district, $354; the sixth, or
These amounts show the comdistrict, $269.
parative lttlgation In tlio several districts, which litigation the New Mexican says has more than doubled
throughout the territory during the last fifteen years.
There has been another Increase, during the last
three years, which is much more satisfactory than the
It is the amount of fees received
increase in litigation.
During the last quarter they
Tor new incorporations.
amounted to $1,939. The receipts from that source during the year 1905 were $10,850.50.

Don't Forget Trees
Citizen has had quite a little to say,

one way
The
and another, on the subject of tree planting, both from a
commercial and an esthetic point of view toth for
But the importance of
money making and beautifying.
tbe uubject fully Justifies all that, and even more than,
,
The CKixen baa said.
Along this same line, the following Is quoted from

the California Promotion Committee, which is engaged in

an effort to arouse Interest all over that state in tree
niAniine. and which in a recent circular said:
"It Is a well recognised fact that from the
point ot either the individual or the community there
is no better asset when it comes to attracting people to
a place than beautiful trees about a man's, home or
Tree
along the streeU and the little parks of a city.
planting in Califronia has been followed along lines
aomotlmes spasmodic- and sometimes systematic, but in
few places about the state is there any completely organized effort toward the progressive beautlficatlon of
There is nothing that local orthe highways.
-

ganizations, and especially women's clubs, can do to help
a town along which will have more direct and better
results than the systematic planting of trees along the
clul
streets. The committee advises that
be formed, which will have permanent life, and that the
trees planted each year follow a specific design from
the beginning."
tree-planti-

is Service
Success
According
the Kansas papers, a Boston firm somo

to
time since offered several prizes for the best eBsay on
U was stipu
the subject. "What Constitutes Success?"
lated that the essay must be under 100 words in ltiugih.
A Kansas woman, Mre. .A. ; J. Stanley, ot Lincoln, subMrs
mitted a definition of success In the contest.

of
Stan lev is the wife of the county superintendent
Her paper was considered
schools in Lincoln county.
in competition with several. hundred others from all parts
of the country, and subsequently she received a draft
for $250, with the information that she had won the first
prize.
Her definition waa as follows:
"He has achieved success who has lived well,- laughed
often and loved muoh;- - who has gained the respect of
Intelligent men and the ove of little children; who has
filled his niche and accomplished his task; who has left
tbe world better than he found it, whether by an lui
proved poppy, a perfect poem, or a rescued soul; who
has never lacked appreciation of earth's beauty or failed
to express It; who has always looked for the lest In
others and given the best he had; whose life wna an
inspiration, whose memory a benediction."
,

What's UhQ Use?
Why is man born with, closed fists? Because ho wants

And why does he died with palms
to grasp everything.
outstretched? To show that he takes nothing along with

?

ot the

."

twenty-eighours In America, "between boats,"
studying that rarest llower In the garden of life, the
Naturally, he saw that she is good
American woman.
to look tipon, that her complexion shames the rose and
But It
defies storms and time and Bickness and death.
puzzles this fussy, complacent and probably pudgy little
narcotic that life to the American woman does not necessarily spell drudgery, that her thoughts are not ever
and always polishing stew pans and puttering in pastry.
K waa probably uncomprehensible to Dr. Reich that a
rational, exquisite specimen of the Maker's masterpiece
could rise superior to the frills, feathers and furbelows
of fashion's fopperies. If man is Interested In Buddha
is that any reason why woman should be restricted to
Uecause woman wishes to know
batter and butter.
more of chemistry and physiology does that lower her
standard of womanhood or make her less Interesting,
entertaining or companionable?
Is the doctor's idea of woman a crenture In a Paris
ian gown who simpers between monosyllables and mentally swoons when prosy man opens his mouth to loose
The
his dusty wisdom and remembered platitudes?
American woman Is as much Interested In the why and
wherefore of life, with its wonderfully blended colors, Us
heights and depths. Its joys and sorrows, as Dr. Reich
And 1t is a fact that
or any other of her detractors.
she probably knows more of life's meaning than Dr.
Reich ever dreamed of In his philosophy.
ht

oooxoooCKaco
Gumption is Secret
of Great Success
,

XKXCCOCCCCCKOOCKC
Gumption Is to succes as cause
the essential quality of a man who

Is to effect.
It is
is larger than the

circumstance, and his degree of success depends on the
Tbe hoosiers found
amount of gumption in his makeup,
the word. They say: "Gumption Is the ability to put
the grease where the squeak is." Isn't that the basis of
Dewey had gumption when he cut the cable.
power?
So did the veteran fire chief In the Baltimore fire, when
"There will be h 11 to
he called through his trumpet:
If enough of you
pay If the fire gets Into that rosin.
men will follow me, we'll go In there and dump the whole
outfit into the bay." The men caught his spirit, followIt does not always take
ed, and saved East Baltimore.
age to develop gumption; It Is born in a man and often
shows at an early age, as in the case of two loys. They
had no father and no Income, but wanted to go to the
high school. Their older.brother. a member of the large
firm which ho had entered as office boy at twelve, saw
He had succeeded with
no need for further education.
out it, and why not they? and be thought it was high
time for them to bo earning their own living. The. boys
wouldn't be any harder to stay np at
decided that-I- t
one end of the night than the other, so they worked up
a morning paper route which eventually netted them
They solved the problem by earning
$100 a month.
their own living and going to school, too. That's putting
Every great, man
the grease where the squeak Is!
To be great. Is to work
achieved his own greatness.
to wear tho cloak of
out the strength within you,-nopower.
It
The word gumption is peculiarly American.
names the quality In us which makes for success and
progress.
Wherever the American Is, he should have
gumption, he should be stronger than the obstacle that
It was tbe ability to see what his conn
confronts him.
try needed that made Lincoln, tower over the Little
Giant; it was the ability to carr yout what he saw was
needed that made Lincoln equal to all ' emergencies
Patience, Insight, courage and preseverance, all of those
qualities which make strength of character, which give
tbe power to see and to do, are summed up In this one
word gumption.
t

The Talmud.
The lesson of the Talmud is an especially good one
In their money madness men
for tnia day of ours.
grasp at the very motes In the air. They ravage the
rth and rob their fellows. For money's sake they sell
their souls to the devil. The marching chorus of the
modern money pirates Is, "Grab, Grab, Grab."
Yet a little while and these
And what's the use?
grabbers will pass away. Whose then shall these things
be? The spoil of ungrateful heirs, or ithe prey of greedy
lawyers, or the food of harpies who fatten on the funds
ot widows and orphans. Some or all of these are waitCKXXXX0XX000000XXXXXJC00
ing for the day when the closed fists of the lucre loving
Dr. Russell 11. Conwell Is being mentioned as the
There are
ohall relax and the palms be outstretched.
Soon the grabbing hand shall successor of Dr. Harper at Chicago University. Conwell
no pockets in shrouds.
forgot Its cunning and the lying tongue eleuve to the is one of the best examples in this country of tiie well
He is an epitome himself of
made, self made citizen.
roof of the mouth.
his great lecture on "Acres of Diamonds."
The story
New York World: Cornelius Vanderbllt ferried bis in brief, which Is the foundation of his lecture, Is this:
own boat. John Jacob As tor sold apples lu the streets. A man traveled far and wide the world over in search
Jay Gould was a lnok ageut. John D. Rockefeller of diamonds. In vain. Discouraged, he settled down in
His wife suggested that he dig In bis back
worked In a machine shop. A. T. Stewart was a mdiool his home.
teacher. John Wannamaker began life at $1.25 a week. yard. He did so and discovered a big mine of diamonds.
Benjamin The lecture enforces the lesson of using the opportunities
Andrew Carnegie began life at $2.50 a week.
close to hand.
Klihu Durritt vas a blackFranklin was a printer.
James
Conwell found his diamond mine on his father's farm.
smith.
Abraham Lincoln was a rail splitter.
William A. Clark as a He determined to make a man of himself.
As a stripJ. Hill began as a roust abuot.
Henry Villard wua a reporter. ling private he went to the civil war and came out a
young man was a miner.
Thomas lieutenant colonel.
lie has been traveler, lecturer, minThomas Kdison began as a telegraph operator.
V. Ryan was a clerk In a dry goods store.
William ister, philanthropist, educator.
True lie was well enLloyd Garrison was a printer's devil. Daniel Drew be- dowed to begin witli.
And ho lias tho rare quality of
gan as a cattle trader. Henry H. Rogers was a grocer's magnetic leadership.
Hut lie dug out his career lu his
own back yard.
delivery boy.
lie preaches to the largest Protestant
congregation In America.
When he hegan with his peoWashington Times: America has too many churches. ple Uiey were lmi a handful.
He U the bead of a col-b'which with iis numerous
numbers
Towns which might be well adiiiinisiered spiritually by
departments
No one 7,oei) students.
one clergyman or two have six, eight or ten.
He began It in the basement of bis
He started a five hospital in a cottage.
Now
of the six or more congregations can pay fur a goil church.
preacher.
Few of them can pay all the cost of any it cares for o.iimo patients yearly.
Conwell has found acres of diamonds all about him.
Nor can any one of them pay
preacher, however kxh
for all the time of their spiritual leader. So only very The suggestion that he be made the president of Chicago
young uifu ,re to be bad, and the demands uion their University Is a good one, always provided be Is willing
time cover so wide a territory that preaeiung must be to leave Philadelphia, which may bo doubted. But the
almost their exclusive occupation and pastoral duties lesson of his life, like that or bis lecture Is Dig in your
One of the .clergymen own back yard.
be almost entirely disregarded.
"No business could flourobserves tersely and Justly:
On the Trolley Car.
ish by that met bod and few churches can."
A
..
l.t
u Old
"i iw.ii m.murara
iiinun i a mill.1 ....lllord
iuv COll Hiluuvia at
rt"..
Twonty-on- e
wholesale trade lines of Chicago show vent ion of street railway men In Philadelphia were tellan increase in the volume of their business of more than ing stories of street railroading.
Irwin Fuller of DeIn money this means troit, said:
IS per cent over that of 1904.
"A pretty Irish girl, fresh from the old country, sat
a gain of more than $160,000,000. Kuually significant
figures are those showing the distribution of the trade in a trolley car looking at the strange American country
wholesale lines, representing more with modest Interest. She bad soft gray eyes, a face
of these twenty-on- e
than 400 of the 800 wholesale firms now enrolled as like roses and lilies, beautiful hair and white teeth.
members of the Chicago Commercial Association.
The
"'Your fare, miss,' said the conductor, pausing betotal volume leaving the city goes to the following divis- fore her.
r cent, M; far
ions of trade territory; Taclfic coast,
"She blushed and bit her lip.
" "Your fare, miss,' he repeated.
west, 12; Mississippi valley, 31; southwest, 16; Mlssorul
river, 25; east and southeast, 6.
"'Sure,' said the girl; a'n' what if I be? Ye must
not be repeatln' It like thut before folks.'" New York
Archbishop Moeller of Cincinnati, hag ruled that Tribune.
Catholic singers may serve only in their own church
and not for Protestants. The decision came in connecIncreasing Burdens.
FlipiK-- r
tion with tbe dismissal of choirs by two Protestant
The porr man. you know, pays the freight.
churches of Zanesvllle and the offer of engagements to
Flapper If he doesn't look put be will soon have
noted Catholic singers.
to carry the load as well Watson's Matftulna.
him.
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Acres of Demands
And an Illustrator
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fog and dainD of London comes a snariing
criticism of American women by one Dr. Emil Reich.
"Nations differ In nothing tuoie than in their women,"
says this ICnglish vlvisectlonist, and then he attempts
to show wherein American women are different from
lie chides American
their sisters of other nationalities.
women because they "commnnj tue men.'
He says
the American woman lives so she cm have a good time
The doc'or finds that the
"she lives for sensations."
American woman wants to be alone, and, ho says, "she
cannot be nlone without dabbling to. lay with cliemltry,
tomorrow with physiology, and the day after with
This man of pills and panaceas finds American
woman fidgety and restless before she is 25, "but," he
adds, "she is very beautiful; she has the best complexion
in the world better than any European woman."
It is to be assumed, of course, that Dr. Reich spent

at least
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An English Critic
On American Women
Out

Showing Good Growth
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Business Manager

The following facts and figures have been selected
from the New Mexican, they being of Interest to the

nadirs

JANUARY 27, 1906.

SATURDAY,

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

Sale of Children's
Suits and Overcoats

Special

m

h

This, afternoon at 2; 30, at their
palatial home, corner Last Railroad
avenue and Arno street, Mr. and Mrs.
J. F. Luthv entertained ft large number of their friends with six handed
euchre. The rooms were beautifully
decorated will, palms, ferns and carnations, and presented a very pleas-ia.T)nearanco. Fourteen tables were
In use in the time rooms devoted to,
the card games. Mrs. J. P. Kaster. of
Toneka. Kas.. was present at the card
party, and assisted Mrs. I.uthy In receiving, as did Miss Bessie Baldridge,
of this cltv. The first prize was a
beautiful Bohemian glass bowl, tho
consolation prize was a dainty cut
glass dish, while the looby prize was
In the form of a bouquet. About 85
guests were present and the affair waa
one of the most delightful events in
the way of card parties that has been
held In this city this winter. During
the course of 'he afternoon a menu,
consisting of oyster patties, chicken
salad, cake, coffee, ice cream, candy
and punch was served.
,f tho Woman's club
itthisti.nitvmu,.niiir
veuteninv the denartment
of philanthropy submitted a report in
reference to trie estawisnmeni or a
day nursery here for little children
iihfico nnrentn were engaged diirtnc
the day. The committee has secured
the services of a matron and is busily engaged in looking up a suitable
room fnr the location of the nursery.
The children of health seekers who
cannot rioperly look after their chll- uren will also receive attention. Alter ipvuhI intereRtina naners had
been read the club adjourned until the
next meeting nate.
n

and $3.50 Suits, special
and $4.50 two piece Suits, Special
All $5.50, $6 and $6.50 three piece Suits, Special
All three piece Childrens' Suits, 3 to 6 years, ranging from $3.50 to$6. Special price
Boys' Overcoats, all $i ones at the Special price of
Boys' Overcoats, all $6 ones at the Special price of
Boys' Overcoats, all $6.50 ones at the Special price of
Boys' Overcoats, all $8 ones at the Special price of
,
Boys' Overcoats, all $10 ones at the Special price of
All $3
All $4

DANCE!

DANCE!
DANCEI
COME AND DANCE

THE MOON- LIGHT WALTZ TONIGHT AT COGENTLEMEN 50c
LOMBO HALL.
LADIES FREE.

Church Cor orders or call at 502 South First
ft. Jnhn'i Fnlar-ooaJOHN S. BEAVEN.
ner Fourth street and Silver avenue. street.
Holy communion, 7:30 a. m.; Sunday
Subscribe for The Clttzen and get
school.10 a. m.; morning prayer and
sermon,
a. m.; evening prayer mm tho news.
sermon. 7:30 n. m. All seats free. A.
O. Harrison, rector.
l

n

A.

J.

Methodist Episcopal Church Rev
J. C. Rollins, V. D pastor. Sunday
school at 9:46; morning worship at
11 a. m.; the pastor will exchange
with Rev. J. W. Barron, of the Con
gregational
church, tins morning.
Juuior League at 3 o'clock; Epworth
League at ti:30, leader, IJ. A. Porter- field, livening worship at 7:30. The
d
pastor will preach on
There will be specln
Characters."
music at both services. The public is
Invited. Strangers cordially welcom
ed. The church Is located on the cor
ner of Lead avenue and Third street

Elks Theatre

RAILROAD

Northland Singer
HENDRICKS

BEN

Bringing yoti what yoo

27S

!.!!!i$400

$4 50
$5 50

!!!!!!!$e!oO

OLSON

OLE

They just won't let him play

j j

anything; e'se

j

j
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OUTgT

TURN

-
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GreetHim
All New Songs this Time
MQ

Elks'Opera House
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beautiful
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Bad Weather
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M
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MELIN1 & EAKIN,

HnicT

l

18 N.

T, Armljo Building.

Oar

Wholesale Liquor and

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. K. C. Whiskies, Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louts A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners sad distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue sad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, ill South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexice.

. . .

JUST !N

.

w hitman s Candies
Tbe flntrst candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and wholesome, t'hoc olnte and
the purest of the
bon-bon-

purt.

j

H. O'RIELLY

CO ,

Druggists

Barnett Building

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO,

0. W. Strong's Sons

307 West Railroad
Both

STRONG BLOCK.

'Phones.

JUentie.
Oar or Night

CLARKVILLC PRODUCE CO
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

UNDER TA KERS

ine

,

Aluminum

Room

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
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tlluitretr'l. iai
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The Colorado Telephone Co.
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ill

it,

Suggests
HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enables
you to order groceries; call the physician,- perform social duties, etc. Rates
from five cents per day tip. Let ui
tell you about It.
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RANGES
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STOYES

CROCKERY,
AND

Night Only

.

i

EASY PAYMENTS
FURNITURE,

,i ill! Th!

t

MAKING.

LOW PRICES

Seats on sale Monday, January
Prices, 5()c, 75c and fl.

29.

j

-

I

V?'?.

,

th

$3.00

Wholesale Agent,
West Copper Ave.

GOOD OLD

UNIVERSITY NEWS.

,,,

.0)4 75

114

,

y,

. . .

M. BERGER,

MILTONQDeLavoy and Fritz

rlday night, February
boy of the Hlfh wM-- !.

.

and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The beet
bread makers use it for that very
reason.

20-PEOPLE-

fc

.

Is the most Important of all; that
Is the selection of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about this It
Empress flour is chosen. It Is so
good and makes such sweet, white

.

Coming Around Again

Ot p Ileum Show

.

.

IN BREAD

January

m

.

THE FIRST LESSOR

Broadway
Congregational Church
27th
at the east end of viaduct. Rev. J. Saturday,
W. Barron, pastor. All the pastors of
the city will exchange pulpits for the
FRANKLINjiioUSTON,
morning service. The following selections will be rendered by the choir:
Anthem, "Jubilate Deo." by W. C.
Williams; Offertory solo, "Praise the
Lord," Mrs. Mills.
Sunday school at 10 a. m.; Y. P. S.
C. E., at 6:30.; evening
service at Traveling in their special car, direct
from the eastern houses, and on
7:30. Tho pastor will deliver a short
their Pacific coast tour, presenting
sermon on the topic. "The Snare of
all tha best acta from the Ornheum
the Fowler." Solo, entitled "The Day
and leading vaudeville houses.
Is Ended," Mrs. S. B. Miller. Solo by
Miss Viola J. Krelmer. The services
'--20
No
will lie held In the auditorium.
one need le afraid of the lack of room
or heat, as a splendid furnace has
SIGOMUTO, ROYAL JAPANESE
been Installed. A welcome to all.
TROUP,
FIVE3 IN NUMBER.
Bantist Church The general ex
change of pastors of the city churches
which was inaugurated last bunday
will be completed tomorrow. Rev. J.
or tne Highland
M. Sol he. tiastor
preaches in the
Methodist, church
morning at 11 a. in., on the subject, 3 -- DE
LONGSSISTEPS 3
"The New Birth." The ailing pastor,
LEROI AND BELL.
Robert I.. Kelley, preaches in ihe eve- tiintr nl 7 :ii) on "Peter,
the second
THE KINODROME.
iu the series o Sfuuday evening talks MOVING PICTURES AND ILLUSon "l.hi'si Touched by the Master."
TRATED SONOS.
There sire a great number of strangers
ACTS THAT ARE I1EADLINERS.
In the city.
all such who read
35c, 50c and 75c
this notice feel that they have a most Prices
cordial welcome to attend the ser
vices of tho Baptist church. There
will be special singing both nioiuM!.;
and e oning. the choir beini:
by Mr. Mayiiard and Mrs. Miller. Mis.
Miller will Im the soloist lu the morn
ing; Mr. Havens will render
n
.solo in the evening.

The students were given a hml holiday yesterday for the purpose of meeting and entertaining the A. &
,.,,.
lege basketball team and rooters.
h,
game was played at tho Casino !:lt
night before a packed house ami resulted in a victory for the ui.iw
team with a score of 28 to 10.
The catalogue now beinR printed
by The Citizen Publishing
appear March 1. The principle f,
will be the addition of t;;l. i;ni..
neerltiR school, with two
omriete
years of technical work.
etu-;gasoline
A new Obis'
has
been installed In the basement ,.f ltlf
Hadley Science hall. It turn: Ik. ,ie
power for lathes and scruil
The girls , of the university
:a p,,,,..
1
I. ... U
us lorwarn v.
ihmivi uatiit kv: ,. Wj,i.
the A. k M. college anil at.
:iciti
i.
fol.hr.oi..
tk
,.'i
prospect for tbe boys is b. 1,
f

!

AVENUE

January 30

Tuesday,

"Half-Forme-

iis-,;-

.

RICHARDS

113y2 WEST

s

Church The Lutherans
their new church, corner
Sliver avenue and Sixth Btreet, und
the following services will be con
Sundav school. 9:45 a. m.;
ducted:
service, German, 11:00 a. m., devoted
to dedication of church. Rev. L. Lud- den, D. D., western field secretary of
Home Mission board, presiding, ber
rice, ttglUa, 3:00 p. m., greetings by
pastors of the city; Knglish, 7:30 p. m
Rev. P. L. Ludden. D. D will deliver
the sermon. A cordial invitation is
extended to all services. O. Wenning,
pastor.

. .

THE ATTRACTIONS OF A
GOOD 8MOKE.
Are not alone for the smoker, but
for those who smell the true tobacco
aroma. That's why the man who
smokes a poor cigar Is a public pest
that's why the man who smokes a
White Lily cigar is a public benefac-to- r
he adds to the gayety of the nation. If the is selfish at the same time
he can get a huge amount of
out of a White Lily cigar.
Five cents for one; 12 for a box of 60.

Fine Saturday night lunch, free to
all patrons, at the White Elephant

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS
Wood of all kinds. Phone your

Lutheran

.

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

For

will dedicate

.

MANDELL

M

WHERE TO WORSHIP.

Hiahland Methodist Church J. M.
Sollie, pastor. Preaching at 11 a. m.
hv Rev. Hht- - 1. Kellv. acting Dastor
for the Baptist church, and at 7:30
p. m., by the pastor.
Sunday scnoot
at 9:45 a. m.; Junior League, 3 p. m.;
Senior League, 6:30 p. m. strangers
welcomed.
Church Elks
First Presbyterian
opera house. Sen-Iceat 11a. m. and
morning
theme,
7:30 d. m.:
"ine
Baptism of the Spirit." In the even-in- e
mem
Bose,
a
Du
Mr. Warner H.
ber of the senior class in Columbia
Theological Seminary, will preach.
Mr. Du Bose is to supply the pulpit
for several weeks during the pastor's
absence, Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.;
Young
people's society, 6:45 p. m.
Strangers welcome. Hugh A. Cooper,
pastor.

5(J

$3 50

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS

ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
201-21-

1

N. Second St.. Both Phones.

603

J.

B. MacMANUS,

South First Street

RANKIN

&

Mgr.

Both Phones

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOANS
Antomatlo phone M.
r.oom lu. N. 1. Araiijo Building

ALHUQUEKOUE EVENING

JANUARY 27, 190.

SATURDAY,

IS SHERIFF

THE FARMERS
MET

DEFEAT

TWO

.One-Side-

COUNTIES

d.

SHERIFF

SANDOVAL

ILL

Armijo fteewa do
,
,
,
rather
lke.ball games of Sheriff Perfecto
u
h, .
the present series that has been play- - , , '
f?"!0?.1
,c"?'
t'n
"Farmcity
in
season.
ed
this
this
to come
.'"r some
ers" from the Agricultural rollrgo, at Men
Sandoval,
of the ln- Phoriff
E'u'"an,"
Mesllla park, went down to defeat
tncapncltated
from
l8f
heady
before the quick, Rnappy and
weeks,
some
t.a
and
been
a'dty
by
team,
work of the local Varsity
Is likely to le for some little time
sf 1C n 9ff
lrt-t.- it, i longer.
piu nw
tannic nan
to reports brought to this
h
tho.
iinH nn for the cityAffordingBernalillo
It would appear
from
-- ii
.h.
without Sheriff Sandoval at Bor- were gayly deemed college girls and
boys, wearing the colors or the team
""""y been deserted
who had their sympathy. There were1 P'f e has consequent
Ing
Iff Sandoval was
S
her
yen
Jots of tin horns, megaphones, rattlers
the St Joseph s sanilarium
s
Instruments. r?.uoved
and other
1'.
was
,.
.
onmo th suffering from rheumatism.
different roller veils tn stir their only c few weeks ago that Mr. Sandoal was discharged from tie same
.
favorltes nn to victory.
He went to a relativ s hon e
The playing of the "Farmers" was
this city but became wone again
a disappointment to some of those
h.,r
tn ee a enie "J hud to go back to the sani'arium.
.Ur
ri, uns low ' Officers with prisoners committed
r i,i,rfhoii'
fhoir
' the Sandoval Jail haye in the mecn- .and but little loam work ' displayed. time
been unable to get Into the place
Miller, the captain of the Farmers,
found It necessary. In conse
has a bad habit, also, of trying for and
to bring them to Sheriff Ar
baskets from the center of the court, quence,
sanctum here.
as a grand stand play, which resulted tuilo'g
This is how Constable Frank Blake
last night in failure at every attempt.
to bring Governor Jose Qua
Heald. the captain of the 'arsity happened
dalupe. of Jemez pueblo, and three
i..,t
,,i with tha "'her
from that place, namely,
crowd of disinterested watchers last MaMaIndians
Toya Francisco Maque and
night, " also, as he was repeatedly
caught fouling, and, a fhe referee Uctoria no Llepe, to the Bernalillo
was eagle-eyeIt only resulted In the "nty Jail after they had been coroi
dbu.iw.oi
m
uu.7
Ail
'"
home team being penalised.
most This Is why, undoubtedly, nil other
' criminals
be
destined there will
'i..
hoan
.h.
brought here.
played In the Casino building.
Sheriff Armijo does not fear any
team dug into their
the prls
opponents from the start and at the loss of money from keeping come,
for
now or those to
end of the first half the score stood oners hereone
sense of the word been
22 to 6 in. favor of the home team. In he has in
as sheriff of Sandoval counthe second half, however, the "Farm- deputized
by the present sheriff of that terers" took a brace and when the whis- ty
ritory. Sheriff Sandoval has request
tle Bounded on the last half the total ed
Sheriff Perfecto Armijo to keep "nis
score' was 28 to 16.
same care of them
- The Une-uof the two teams was prisoners, take the
as he would of his own for which he
as follows:
will settle at the legal rate.
Farmers Johnson, left field;
right field; Miller, center; Patterson, left guard; Kinsel, right guard. SCHUSTER-jNELLENBUR- G
University Alvord, left field; ClanWEDDING MONDAY
cy, rlglit field; Heald, center; Allen,
left guard; Tascher, right guard.
After the game a war dance was InCONCERNdulged In by the college girls from the MORE PARTICULARS
OF POPULAR
ING MARRIAGE
university, after which the usual dance
In the evening the
COUPLE NEXT WEEK.
was given.
winning team was tendered a banquet
at the Alvarado by President Tight of
Monday afternoon at 5 o'clock, the
'
the university.
wedding of Miss Irma J. Schuster, of
this city, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Max Schuster, to Abraham Snellen-burOLD CRIPPLED WOMAN
of Philadelphia, will be solemSTILL HOLDS THE FORT nized. The ceremony will be performed at the Congregation Albert temple.
AT THE SANTA
FE DEPOT IS Rabbi Kaplan will perform the ceremony that will make the happy couple
COINING MONEY AND EATING
man and wife.
A
MEALS
FROM SIX TO EIGHT
Miss Schuster's maids of honor will
DAY.
bo Miss Hortense Snellenburg, a sister of the groom, and Miss Margaret
The old crippled woman, giving her Schuster, her sister. Milton Snellenname as Mrs. P. H. King, who has burg, a brother 'of the groom, will act
been- making, her home tn tUo Jadies'j (is best tnan."
waning room oi ine nania re aiwi
At tfie'cbnclrislon of the services at
since her arrival In the city Thurs- the church the bridal party and guests
day, still holds the fort, and It begins wilt be driven to the home of Mr. and
to look as though she was here to stay. Mrs, Ij. Kempenlch, a sister of the
Yesterday she succeeded in "working" bride's mother, where an elaborate
charitably inclined people who chanc- wedding dinner will be served and the
ed to drop into the waiting room, for formal reception held.
Among those who are already in
three breakfasts, and after having
disposed of the last one, walked over the city to attend the wedding are:
to the ticket agent and asked hira it Mr. and Mrs. R. Snellenburg, Mrs. C.
he couldn't help her to get something A. Suellenburgy Stanley Snellenburg,
to eat, as she was hungry and had had Harry Snellenburg and Milton Snellennothing to eat in two days, He in- burg, all of Philadelphia; Mrs. Jose-pbln-e
Elcbholz of Dusseldorf,
formed her ttiat he had seen her dis- pose of three breakfasts, whereupon,
Mrs. Bicbholz Is the mother of
she sought other and more gullible Mrs. Max Schuster and Mrs. U Kempenlch, of this city. She will remain
people and continued her
In the city as their guests for two or
"
"She must have gotten at least three months. The Philadelphia
aid an attache of the deiwt this tives of the groom will Journey to
morning, "during her stay in the city Southern California after the wedding
g
yesterday, besides about eight meals on a
tour before returning
all told during the day. She's a foxy, home.
old woman, too. She is dead wise to ' The bride and groom are keeping
the fact that she can't be put in a secret where they Intend going on
poor house, and laughs at the efftcers their bridal trip. It. Is believed,
they mention vagrancy, for ever, that California will be their
she says that she has money to prove destination.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Schuster, rela-that she Is no vagrant."
To the ticket agent at the depot she fives of the prospective bride, are here
confided the fact that she was afraid from Los Angeles to attend the nup
of tramps
and thieves, as she had tials. Mr. Schuster is a member ot
quite a bit of money, "but," she Is al- the firm of A. & B. Schuster, general
leged to have said, "If they, (mean- merchants of Holbrook, St. Johns
ing the police), think I am going to and Concho, Ariz.
money for food
Max Schuster, the father of Miss
spend my
and railroad fare, they are away oft." Schuster, came in from Holbrook the
o
All who have conversed with the other day.
old woman declare that she is an im-- l
poster a beggar, pure and simple.
THE EXACT HOUR OF
d
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EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS

MASKED MEN ROB
SALOON

--

y

DANCE)
OANCEI
DANCEI
COME AND DANCE THE MOON-LIGHWALTZ TONIGHT AT COGENTLEMEN 50c.
LOMBO HALL.
LADIES FREE.
o
WOOD, WOOD.
Of all kinds and sizes, at the Clark-vill- e
T

.

502

GALLUP AND FLAGSTAFF-SECO- ND
SHOCKS DID MATERIALIZE YESTERDAY AFTERNOON.

AT

A passenger from I.as Vegas tells
The veniug Citizen that the Opera
saloon of that city was robbed ly
masked men Thursday night and considerable money taken.
A special dispatch from I.as Vegas
says:
Three men were in the room of the
sal. nn, where the gaining tables are
locatod, playing and the money on the
talile amounted to about I'MO. A
masked man appeared suddenly, covered the three men with his cocked
pistol und with one grand swipe se- '
emed all the money ou the gaming
table, putting it Into a bag, backed to
the door and disappeared.
The front, door of ttie aloou was
guarded by another masked man who
also with his drawn pistol kept pass-ersbaway. The two men disappeared in the darkness and there is no
clue to their identity at this time. The
men were so disguised no one could
recognize them.
The whole affair did not last two
minutes. Much excitement was caused
by the occurrence and the authorities
are making all possible efforts to locate the robbers, but so far without
avail.

Yards,

n

d

LAS VEGAS

NOW

BELL

HERE

In one of the ninst exciting, though

&

SOMETHING ABOUT

LUMBER COMPANY

MORRIS AND GRAY

DENIES

BEEN ROBBED

MAS

Have Removed to the New
Staab Building

f

PRfcSIDEM TIGHT DENItS WINNERS

one-side-

DELL

South First street.

KNOWN

THtY TOOK

AT TORRANCE

LOTEL

IN

KEEIE

FENLE

Chief McMillln Is constantly receivSpecial to The Citizen.
ing
from Arizona and elsePrescott, Ariz., Jan. 27. Frank f whereletters
about the two confidence men,
Bell, a stranger, came to the
Morris and Gray, who are held at the
sheriff s office iiore, gave himself
county Jail, in default of ball, waiting
up, and said he had murdered
action of the next grand Jury of this
Colonel J. Francisco Chaves. He
county.
afterwards denied this statement
The last letter, received this mornand said he could prove he was
ing .came from Prescott, and tells of
elsewhere when the assassins- - 9 the proprietor
of the Hotel Birke gettion occurred. He Is being held
ting touched by these two clever
t pending an Investigation.
crooks to the tune of W.
Morris and Gray landed In Prescott,
NOT KNOWN AT TORRANCE,
carrying with them a letter of recomv mendation from the deputy United
Special to The Citizen.
States marshal at Phoenix, lauding
t Torrance, N. M.. Jan. 27.
the two reprobates to the skies "as
Frank Bell, who Is held at Pres- good fellows" and recommending them
cott, on confession that ho mur- for any courtesy, etc.
Colonel
dered
J. Francisco
At that time the writer was hot
Chaves, Is not known here or In 9 aware of the dark ways of Morris and
S this vicinity. It Is supposed here H Gray, and it is safa to say that he
9 that, Colonel Chaves was assas- also was taken In before the men left
slnated by natives whom he had 9 Phoenix.
9 prosecuted for horse and cattle j It Is learned that Gray "wns making
stealing.
f l enough to land an old schoolmate,
named Bethnme, at Phoenix for $60,"
I
and, as the letter goes: "It looks now
The story in an Albuquerque morn- - as if It didn't make a d
bit of
Ing paper to the effect that Deputy difference who the sucker was providUnited States Marshal Fred Fornoff, ed they got the money."
acting on advices from Governor Ha-- 1
german, had left the city yesterday FORESTRY RESERVES
for Prescott, Ariz., to take charge of
one Frank Bell, who is alleged to
AND THE STOCKMEN
have confessed to the assassination of
Colonel J. Francisco Chaves, which
Denver, Colo., Jan. 27. In accordoccurred Novemler 26, 3904, la a
with an invitation sent out by
I ance
canard, pure and simple.
Deputy Marshal Fred Fornoff is in. Glfford Plnchot, forester of the UniLas Vegas, or near there, and has! ted States, a number of representabeen for several days past. Further- tive stockmen of the west, including
more, there has been absolutely no F. C. Hagenbarth, president of the
Live Stock Association; F.
advices received from Oovernor Ha-- ! National
K. Warren, president of the National
Kerman at the office of United States' Wool
Growers' Association, and Mur-dMarshal Foraker In this city, regard-- !
McKenzle, president of the Naing the alleged confession of Bell,1
who, the article stated, was la Jail tional Stock Growers' Association,
met here today , in conference with
at Prescott.
Mr, Pinchot, to consider the question
Yesterday's issue of the Santa Fe of rattle grazing in forest
reserves.
New Mexican contained the following1 In his opening address. Mr. Plnchot
telegrams alleged to have been ex- -' said that President Roosevelt had rechanged lietween. James R. Lowry, peatedly expressed the. sentiment that
sheriff- - of Yavapai county, Arizona, ' the forest reserves were for use. Foland Governor Hagerman, relating to lowing this expression of tho presithe alleged confession of the prisoner,' dent the forestry service Is now tryBell:
ing fo". make these reserves as useful
Governor Herbert J. Hagerman, Santa as It is possible to make them under
i e, N. m.
the existing
The fee for
Frank Bell, In Jail at Prescott, Ari- grazing In conditions.
forest reserves has alzona, htfs confessed that he shot ready been the
established by the SecreColonel Chaves through the window, tary of Agriculture, with the full apkilling him.
JAMES R. LOWRY,
i proval
of the president and has been
Prescott, Ariz.
Sheriff. accepted as Just and wise by a great
Lowry,
James R.
Prescott, Ariz.
majority of those who use the reserve
Hold Frank Bell until arrival of of for grazing, throughout
the west.
'.
ficer to make investigation. .
Many of the stockmen are already
J. HAGERMAN,
paying the fees and the object of this
Governor. conference la to bring about a full
The history of the assassination of understanding between the forestry
Colonel Chaves is as follows: ;
department and the men representing
Colonel Chaves had gone to Pinos the interests of the stockmen.
Wells on the afternoon of Saturday,
November 26, 1904, in company with SUPREME COURT WILL
Iritis Trauer, a shoep and wooj Scaler
ADJOURN NEXT WEEK
of this city, andWHsa guest t the ""
nome or Juan Dies de fcalas for Clipper,
After the evening ineal was fin- JUDGE ABBOTT LISTENED TO
ished Trauer went to the store owned
SEVERAL UNIMPORTANT MATtoy Salas.
Colonel Chaves, Mr, SaJas
TERS TODAY IN HIS COURT.
and a mall carrier named Donaclano
Chaves remained In the house talking. The colonel was seated near a
Judge Ira A. Abliott returned last
window, when suddenly a shot rang evening from Santa Fe and today
out and Chaves fell, pierced through listened to several matters in the disthe lungs by a bullet from a heavy trict court, among them being two
caliber revolver, from the effects of. applications for divorces. Judge 'Abas bott says that the last case calenwhich he died almost instantly,
the bullet had grazed the heart Blood dered In supreme court is set for Febhounds were placed on the trail ot ruary 2, but he understands that court
the assassin, and his footsteps, lead- will adjourn before that date. It is
ing froni the window through which probable that Wednesday will witness
the shot was fired, were followed for the adjournment of supreme court.
several hundred yards, until the thail
was obliterated by a herd of sheep THREE PERISH, MANY
crossing It. About thirty days later!
HURT IN HOTEL FIRE
one Domingo Valles was arrested,
Lowell, Mass., Jan. 27. At
least
charged with the crime, and Is still In
Jail at Santa Fe awaiting trial on three lives were lost early today In a
fire that badly damaged the Richardthe charge of killing or aiding In the! son
hotel, one of the best known
killing of Colonel Chaves.
hotels in the city. It is believed that
when the ruins of the hotel are searched, It will be found that the list of
PRINCESS ALICE AND
fatalities has been Increased. Seven
HER NICHOLAS I persons have been taken to the hospital and nearly a genre are being
treated by physicians. All the known
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 27. Miss dead are women. The fire Is beAlice Roosevelt and her fiance, Con- lieved to. have started from an overgressman Nicholas Ixngworth, ar heated stove In the klfhen. The dead
rived here today, and, while Miss are:
II. C. HARLING.
Roosevelt will be the guest of Mr. and
CHRISTINE NEI-SOMrs. Lloyd C. Grlscom, the former
JOSEPHINE KENNISTER.
minister. to Japan, recently appointed
ambassador to Brazil, Mr. Iongworth GOVERNMENT MAY
will be the guest of Isaac H. Clothier,
PARALLEL CANAL
Miss Roosevelt will stay with Mrs.
While the Salt river valley farmer
Grlscom at Dolobran, the country seat Is sick with apprehension for fear the
of Mr. and Mrs. Clement A. Griscom, Arizona Water company will not acat Haverford, and will attend a party cept Secretary of luteii. r Hitchcock's
of eighteen women who will bo enter- offer to purchase th' company's canal
system at the price fii by the governtained by Mrs. Clothier at the
this evening.
At the ment appraising conimi-sion- ,
the Arisame time Mr. Longwortb will attend zona Water company ;ll have to sell
the dinner at the same hotel whlcTi or lose its holdings ,t.iuul repay, as
Mr. Clothier will give In honor of It is learned hero on kooiI authority
l.loyd C. Grlscom.
Mr. Ixmgworth that if the company iin-net sell, the
will deliver an address on his bill In government will parallel its
canal
convicts, "To Provide for Residences system with other din ties, says the
for Diplomats Abroad and also On Phoenix Gazette. Th.' moment the
Improvement In Our Diplomatic Ser- water company slgniti.-- Its intention
vice." Addresses will also be deliv- to accept the govertiii, nt's offer, L. C.
ered by General Grosvenor of Ohio, Hill, the local government engineer,
and Se'reuo W. Payne, chairman of will be notified to pinn ed at once to
the Comittee on Ways and Means. make such repairs to
canal system
The ladles, entertained by Mrs. Cloth- as will be necessary io rurnish water
opportunity
will
ier,
to hear to the farmers dm:;; the coming
have an
the addresses.
season.
'
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Gallup, N. M., Jan. 27. Regarding
the earthquake which was felt here
on the twenty-fifth- ,
inquiry has been
made from Albuquerque wanting to
Know for scientific purposes the exact
time at which the regulator at the
depot stopped and whether it was cow
rect.
At 9 In the morning when time was
taken the clock was correct to the
second and it stopped at 1:33 and
forty-ninseconds. That was probably
the. time when the first few tremors
struck here and they continued for
from twenty to forty seconds from
the time the first quiver was felt until
things ceased to rattle and tremble.
That the people were well scared is
given the
shown by the credence
statement from the weather bureau
at Flagstaff that the same territory
would be visited by another
and
stronger shock at 2:30 yesterday afternoon. The shock did not materialize,
but the schools of Flagstaff and those
of Gallup were closed for the aftere
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SOUTH SECOND STREET.

MISSION

FURNITURE

Latest Designs Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE CRAFTERS
Ladles' Desks and Chairs, Customers Plate RacksBook Racks, Hat
Racks, Hall Trees, Library ana rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cabinets snd Rockers.

The luBrian Furniture Co,
00400
Tho Things Necessary
To Insure a good drug store, are experience, energy, accuracy,
utation to sustain aud cash. "We've g t 'em."

I

ALVARADO PHARMACY
1K01H.
Gold Ave

First St. and

Both Pnon

We carry a complete stock of
motors for alternating and direct
currents.
HOUSE WIRING

0

REVEALED,
By Benjamin Flsko Barrett.''
HEAVEN

(31

Inches;
fine cloth.)

pp., 5'4x7

yp;

large

Address,

THE NUNC LICET PRESS,
42

i

FOURTH

ST. AND RAILROAD

VI

i

r

I0H.-P- .

T. MJAWJx-JU-

Electric &

Construction

6. E. Induction Motor

THE

NEW
ANTONIO

HOME

YORK

the rocks

GROWN

Special Sales Every Saturday.

U

mixes and kneads
tread thoroughly
in Three Minutes.
not touch the
douch.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
ST. AND

RAILROAD

FAIR
'

PURE

Third Street

?

Machine Works

1

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

oooooooooo oooooooook
Foundry and

0

f- - MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftlin
a
Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
0 Buildings.
A
Rmomlrm on HHInlttm mnti mil KmmnM,mm
Albaqaerqaa, M. H.
q ruuuury earn, biub oi rauroaa trace.
m--

-i-i

o
CARPET

CLEANING

THORNTON 1hmCIOonor
Cleans everything.
He Is the
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, aud is no upstart at
the business. There is no otherJust Thornton. That's all.
Both 'phonos.
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

Sft.

to spend tho day with his two daughter. Mrs. W. 11. Creer an,l Mrs M. n
ChadlMiunie. "The colonel Is a heavy
stockholder In tho Vlctorlo Linul and
Cattle company, of which be Is the
general manager, and will probably
leavo tonight or tomorrow evening for
Ilemer tn hTImikI
VI'hIith I.Iva
Stock show which opens ibero Monday and continues several days.

1

i

9

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
Bottled in Bond.

STAGE LINE

Carries the United
mail
only line with a change of stock en
goon
rouie;
rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Frldav at K
m Vnr
particulars, address W. L. Trimble ft
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Peres, N. M.

ft

CHILE

AVE,

.'J

FOUhTm

8treet.

Prop.

ARMIJO,

Col. H. A. .t.l.HIro. 1,1 nnUnrullelil'
Cal., came in from the west last night

THE VALENCIA

Co.

oooooooooo oooooooooo

Albuquerque

BREAD

ifc.Y t l.

Southwestern

I

I

Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

STEAM

A

,1
-

.

218 South Second

West Coulter Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

SPECIALTY.

Fixtures

n

Angels With Men.

A

Electric, Gas & Combination

For a limited period this book is of
fered at trade rates, 50 cents, with
9 cents postage for mailing.
CONTENTS.
The Origin of Angels The Essential Nature of Heaven Character of
the Angels Testimony of Scripture
The Sure Way to Heaven Practical
Tendency of This Disclosure En
vlronment In Heaven, and What De
termines It Societies In Heaven A
World
Heaven for the
Are Earthly Relationships uonttn
tied In Heaven? Meeting and Recog
nltlon of Friends In the Hereafte-rPersonal Appearance of the Angels
Rejuvenescence and Growth In Hear
en Houses and Homes In Heaven
Garments In Heaven Children In
Heaven Sex and Marriage In Heav
en Work In Heaven Thre Three
Heavens and How Related Eternal
Progress in Heaven Consociation ot

rep-

B. II. BRTGGS &: "COMPANY

an atom of any harmful drug, and It
has bees curing Congs. Colds, Croup
and Whooping Cough so long that It
has proven itself to be a tried and
true friend to the many who use It
Sold by all druggists.

kr-'ifT- .?

on

AND

o
One Minute Cough Core contains not

r

-- nt

JEWELER

pfd. 112.

Hon. and Mrs. F. A. Hubbell, Mr.
and Mrs, H. F. Dee, and others will
leave' tonight for Denver, to attend
the western yve Stock shiw.

and Draperies

T. Y. Maynai'd

N. Y. C

The hands do

nZJ!MV2&?T?2!y

Furniture, Carpets

Pennsylvania, 1464;" Southern
Pacific,
Union Pacific, 155
pfd., 97U: Copper, 1U,4; U. S. S

noon.

DANCE!
DANCE!
DANCE!
COME AND DANCE THE MOON-LIGH- TOMORROW.
DON'T MISS IT.
WALTZ TONIGHT AT COwant
bring results. Try
Citucn
ads
bOc.
GENTLEMEN
LOMBO HALL.
one, ... . .
.- .
LADIES FREE.

Albert Faber

Closing Stocks.
Closing stockB

New York. Jan. 27.
pfd.
Atchison.

AVENUE
M

RIDE3 HORSE INTO SALOON
TO CATCH A THIEF,
After a hard and long chase after
a Mexican suspected of being a pick
pocket, Juan Franco, an officer of the
mounted police force made a spec
tacular arrest by riding his steed into
the Dos Banderas, or Two Flags sa
loon, a drinking place frequented both
by Americans nnd Mexicans, and mak
ing the arreBt while he covered the
crowd at the bar with his
says a diBpatch from El Paso.
Ftanco had seen the Mexican, Car- nela Morales, by name, dodge into the
saloon, and rather than lose him by
dismounting'
he drove his horse
straight, through the door and Into
the barroom.
Morales surrendered
without further resistance when he
saw the mounted officer upon him.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMER HORROR

It was probably well for the people
to be on the safe side and close the
schools as such disturbances are liable to )e followed by others even
worse. In fact, while it is not prob
able, it U possible that some of those
old craters In the San Francisco range
may again open up and belch forth
destruction.

RAILROAD

308-..3J- 0

I

N.

GUARDS

The American Lumber company Is
surrounded by a high board fence.
Its entrances are guarded by watchmen. Every conceivable device known
Is employed In protecting the premises against fire and thieves. To visit
the plant Is sufficient to elicit the exclamation of "how in the name of all
that's mortal could a thief get away
from here without getting nabbed!"
Nevertheless,
thieves have helped
tuemselves to various articles
and!
made their escape, and are now helping; themselves to things not their
own and getting away.
Just recently a bold thief entered
the civil engineer's office at the plant.
He picked up a valuable transit. The
Instrument was in a targe sized box
and made a cumbersome bit of plun
der. The high fence near the guarded
entrance did not prevent the thief
from passing outside and getting
away. 1 he transit was a light moun
tain instrument and valued at about
1150. The theft was missed almost
Immediately, but the officials attach
ed nothing serious to this fact for the
reason that each thought the other
probably had occasion to use It. until
a conference finally was the means of
settling the feusplclon that it had been
stolen. A systematic search has fol
lowed, but now all hopes of recover
Ing the transit have been banished.
This company has also missed many
tools which have disappeared as effee
tually as though the earth had opened
up and swallowed them. A pocket In'
srtrument from the offices of the com
pany worth over $100 Is 'also among
the missing.

i

THE USUAL BIG SUNDAY DINNER AT THE COLUMBUS HOTEL
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Perfecto Armijo Cares For That He Assassinated Colonel Seems These Crooks Skinned Valuable Surveyor's InstruChaves-Repud- iates
Everybody They Met
Al- Sandoval County Prisoners
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leged Confession.
With His Own.
the Office.

'Varsity Team-T- he
Came Was Exciting But

By Local
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TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
DurtlQara.

FRANKFORT, KT.

MELINI

& EAKIN
Aleut.
Albuquerque, N. M.
8oI

Aotomatlo Phone,

Albuquerque
r.

199.

Novelty

Works

S. HOPPING, Proprietor

321 8outh Second Street
Jliht iaeeivef. laree nbinment r.f
Columbia, and
the USUAL Blu SUNDAY DTL.veiniid, Rambler, Reimirln
r,t all
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THE HONEST "CONGRESSMAN"

Amusements.,

PASSES

BEFORE AND AFTER

ooooooocoooocoocoooooooo
CONCERT

GOOD

-

ROADS.

Washington, Jan. 27. The order
ngainfti free passes, which has gone
Into effect among the eastern railways, has revealed niemhers of congress as cheap grafters which sev- THE "HONEST CONGRESSMAN."
(With PasBes.)
enty per cent of them are.
The accent should he on the ooo by cutting off passes to congress"cheap."
men and others. But I say seriously
A congressman who votes to give now that there should be an inquiry
unearned
5o,noo,non
of
the railways
Into the allegation that the railways
government money. In consideration are
being paid $5,000,000 - too much
transportation
75
of
worth of free
the mall bags every year.
per annum, is cheap. Congress stands for carrying
"I have been furnished with a
confessed to doing that.
showing the
The hulk of this money has gone comparativecost statement
of carrying express
In the form of graft contracts for relative
freight from New York to Chicago,
carrying the mall. Some has gone and
find that the railways charge
In the shape of direct sulwldies to more I per
for carrying the mall
railways carrying the fast mail. An- an average tonhaul
of some 440 miles
other part has gone In direct appro- (delivered at the cars
taken from
priation of money and land to railway them without expense)and
thun the ex- corporations.
press companies pay for a haul of
Retaliatory legislation is brewing
a thousand miles and includ- for the railways which have shut nearly
lng delivery at the domicile of des- down on congressional passes. There titiatlon and collection
at the domicile
is no question as to this.
origin. This should ho corrected.")
It has been delayed' to give the of
railways a chance to think it over.
The influence of the free pass on
Ahsny memlK'is of congress refused to
has !een underestimated.
believe (Mat the order would be "on The truth of this statement will prob- the square."
ably be shown before the present
Tint this hope has been disappointcongress is over, by the effect of a
A
ed.
few (rial "touches" 'brought
the "double cross." The word has
gone around that there Is "nothing
doing" and the erstwhile hopeful ones
are beginning to get mail. In fact,
they are quite rapidly filling with
righteous wrath at the arrogaixe of
the railways In their habit o of robover
bery and "riding rough-shod- "
the' "plain people." Such habits must
be corrected by legislation.
A commission for the investigation
of the railway mail pay is one plan
talked of by the younger members of
the house.
Representative Jesse Overstreet,
who Is chairman of the house committee on postoffices and post roads,
admits that he did have a plan up
his sleeve to have such a commisBut he admits, too,
sion appointed.
that he is now somewhat embar
rassed aliout pushing It, lest it be
ORDER,
SINCE THE
said that he Is moved by the fact
that he must pay fare to Indianapolis partial withdrawal of the privileges.
for himself, wife and brother.
One of the most disgraceful exhibiBut it would be doing Mr. Over-Ktre- tions of cheapness
ever witnessed
an injustice to assume that under the capitol dome occurred
he would continue to permit a
about three years ago, during the
Bteal for reasons of a senti- final passage of the legislation promental and personal nature. So his viding for the magnificent consolidatbill for a commission may be ex- ed terminal of the Pennsylvania and
pected.
Baltimore & Ohio In Washington. It
General Charles H. Orosvenor. of is recalled by many people here how
Ohio, Is less sensitive than some the agent of the Pennsylvania road
about these appearances.
He talks stood In the lobby of the house of
out. from the Bhoulder.
dealing out annual
representatives
"I made some jesting remarks the passes like a gambler handing out the
day
other
to the effect that the cards.
Pennsylvania would prolrably be able
It was generally known that the
to carry the mails for less money whole affair was a steal of mammoth
now that it Is about to save lio.ono,- - proportions. The Pennsylvania road

for the nature of the entertainment
was such to have merited a packed
house. 'Those participating did not
permit the large array of empty seats
tc mar In any way the program, wnuu
was excellent In every particular, ine
were
electlona bv the orcnestra
THE
grandly rendered, beartlly applauded HONEST CONGRESSMAN."
(Wltbout Passes.)
land attested the fact tnat Aiumiuerone of the finest music., o
for
was paid several million dollars
m
Ionizations
alleged
their
relinquishing rights
A. Blondin on the cello needs
or
"right of way" across the government
la too
.
.
.,m..,i.iini,
...... p. it
.
MM III ft Jill
Ill,
"man or parK, wnion ngni oi wj - euWill:Known
r,it
.r..,.
.no
to
they
own,
not
and
whence
they did
suffice o ay
might have been ousted as trespass- - overs already. It will
popular mualclan
ers at any moment. Then the B. & O. therefore, that this
was paid an equal amount "so as to made his usual hit, if theis applause
any cri- make R fair." Then the government that greeted his efforts
quartet
Ladles
Ceclllan
The
terlon.
expense
of
the
half
undertook about
Taislng the tracks work which In also came In for their share of the apca- so
who
others
as
did
plause,
the
at
to
has
do
road
cities
the
other
paldy took part.
Its own cost.
Altogether It was a big piece of
Jobbery.
At least one correspondent
GOOD SHOW TONIGHT
who took a pass but dared write the
truth about It at the time was called
Capacity audiences are the best
(: Wn
by Mr. Underwood of the H.
proof of the merits of the Franklin-Hustofc (). for Ingratitude,
Orpheum show. High class
a resolution was put in (with no
name attached! the other day calling vaudeville are the leading amuse
ments and this company has the best
(n the attorney general to take
Orpheum circuit, fea
tce af tj,e violation of the Sherman acts from Hie
anti-trulaw by the consolidation turing the Prof. Sigumoto troupe of
This is undoubtedly the best
()f tne varoll8 roads of the southeast, Japs.
of acrobatic performers
lll has been Introduced by Mr. aggregation
A
Prince, of Illinois, to forbid any rail- that has ever appeared on any stage
way hauling any private car after and the act Is said to be the most
Little "Tots."
on the read.
four years from the present time.
other the baby Jap. is an object of especial
Then there are numerous
legislative symptoms Indicating an Interest, the ladles wanting to kidnap
excess of honesty on the part of con him and the small kids look as if
gressmen who have been deprived of they would like to take him home to
their annual passes.
play with. This Is only one. of the
the general many features to be presented at the
it would be well for or
congress
public If the members
Elks' theater this evening, January 27
would cast aside their embarrassment for one night only.
inand go after the railways as their
most feelings prompt them to do.
POPULAR NORTHLAND SINGER
In a fashion
But many hesitate.
the railways have them on the hip.
If they get too strenuously virtuous BEN HENDRICKS SCHEDULED TO
now, the motive will appear In the
APPEAR TUESDAY NIGHT, JAN
UARY 30.
removal of the pass. To admit that
this Is the motive is to admit that;
they are cheap grafters that theyj The Northland singer, Mr. Ben
have for years Deen selling our, mo Hendricks, is now accounted the most
public to the tune of fifty millions
popular Swedish comedian of the pres
end all for an annual, ana tne pnvi ent day. He will be seen at the
a
pass
to
lege of handing a trip
Elks' opera house Tuesday. January
friend now and then.
30, again in his great romantir play
It is very embarrassing.
"Ole Olson," it being the intention of
his manager, Mr. Gray, to make the
production notable from all stand
points. The supporting company Is
a strong one. each member being care
fully chosen. Through the action of
the play Mr. Hendricks will sing six
now and catchy songs, giving ample
opportunity for the enjoyment of his
pleasing voice. They are musical
gems "Fair
Sweden
Land
of
"Open Your Mouth and Shut Your
Eyes," "Strawberries,"
"A Swagger
Swedish Swell," and "Northland Lul
DEALING CARDS UNDER THE CAP- laby."
1
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GREAT

AFTERMATH

FANCY AND FACT AS

LEAGUE MEETINGS

'i

(

NO-PAS-

AMI SWOON

WAS VERY

ATTENDANCE WAS NOT UP TO
IT
EXPECTATION, HOWEVER
SHOULD HAVE BEEN LARGE.
Th vtifB- full orchestra, assisted by
the cream of Albuquerque's musical
talent, gave Its first conceit In the
Elks' opera house last evening. The
attendance was small, surprisingly so.

FOR THE LITTLE CHEAP GRAFT
TRANSPORTATION,
OF
FREE
THEY WERE WILLING TO VOTE
MILLIONS TO THE RAILROADS
NOW PLANNING TO INVESTIGATE AND BREAK THE RAIL-

THE

jjj

OF THE

PRIMA

Mr. G. Bolze,

DONNA COMING

representing

one of

GALLUP EARTHQUAKE the largest piano manfacturiug houses
In the eust, the Smith & Nixon Piano

COMBINED TOGETHER

company, of Cincinnati, Ohio, whose
PAST AND PRESENT, SOME INTERESTING FACTS OF piano is used by Madame Calve, the
THE BIG SHAKE AT THE CAR- great operatic soprano, "par prefer
OROGRANDE,
TOWN,
OF NEW
BON CITY.
ence," after a sojourn in our city of
RECENTLY LAID OUT IN OTERO
a weeks duration, negotiating with
COUNTY.
Special Correspondence.
Learn a nl & Lindemunn, whom he has
large
M.,
27.
Gallup, N.
Special to The Evening Citizen:
Jan.
The
appointed sole representatives of the
Orogra.nde is built on the site of regulator
depot
clock at the railroad
Smith & Nixon pianos for New MexFlagstaff, Ariz., Jan. 27. The
a city whose history is lost In the
r
Thursday ico and Arizona, will leave
tomorrow
League meetings at this place shadowy ages of tradition. From the stopping at one thirty-fouthe for New Orleans, where he will meet
closed last evening. Attendance 'has depot to the Elephant mountain, on; gave the exact time at which place.
earthquake was felt at this
Madame Calve and her company of
lcen good throughout the meetings, the west, and to fhl J
Buildings were badly shaken and artists, and induce her to favor Al
i?r.
and at the close of last night's meet- .... ico u
.ut, cuntry
But...
homes in buquerque lovers of music with a con
ing the first
League covered wun nuiiery usen iy a
.,.,;people tied from tnolr
tha H,.iiHir,o- cert, on her return to New York via
which lias yet been formed In either of men who lived and thrived in this
fi;
Tab,es anJ chalr8 moyed this city. Mr. Bolze is enthuslstic
WmW
New Mexico or Arizona was organ- section of the world.
I
about,
and loose articles were over the future of New Mexico, as
dishes
ized. Officers will be chosen at a
Corodado doubtless stood in the tnrown from thelr ,)laces.
seen from his viewpoint, the viewlater meeting.
streets of the town over which OreAs near a8 CRn be ac8ertalned. the point of a man who has traveled exThe temperance people of Flagstaff grande Is built. He came through this ihook8 were
(elt on,!y a Bllort
tensively In every part of the world,
are aroused to the situation, a fact
in search of Gran Quivera. and tunce oa8t of here )lt for almo8t two in
business pursuits rather than
witnessed not only by the expressions found it, twenty-twtownships' duo hundred miles to tho west being the pleasure,
gaining thereby qualifica
of interest, but by subscriptions. north of this place. H passed through inlost Kevere in the San Krauclsco
tions to Judge quickly and accurately.
amounting to $300, received durlngj a series or settlements, ana among range.
from conditions as they exist, the
the four meetings just held. The first them, undoubtedly, this point, in hlsi At winslow. Ariz., the shocks were chances
In. favor of progress, growth
point of attack here, as has been the search for loot.
verv distinct at one thirty-threand general prosperity. Mr. Bolze is
case elsewhere, will probably be the
He conquered and sacked held and causing much alarm.
a corresHndent for several New York
gambling evil. It is hoped that as the taxed. Each point paid tribute to the
At one thirty-tw- o
at Flagstaff, papers
he states
hencefor
result of the stirring addresses given Spanish crown. From this point there Ariz., the seat of the shock, chimneys ward heandwill championthat
the cause of
us by Mr. Havens, and the new pur- came gifts of turquoise some of the, were thrown down, walls of brick and the territories and endeavor
to en
pose for reform he has engendered handsomest stones ever rained.
fell from ceilings and dishes and lighten "the effete east" on the eduamong the people of Flagstaff, that
in
the
to
occupied
were
hills
the
scattered
moveable articles
The Aztecs
cational, financial and social status
before many months the open gambling west, now known as thejarilla moun- - confusion. At the uublic school a of New Mexico in particular.
game will be a thing of the past. Mr. tains they sought the minerals but panic of the school children was nar
One Minute Cough Cure contains not
Havens goes from here to Phoenix, to for a different purpose than Is now the rowlv averted.
The tremors also
take up the work in southern Ari case, for while we fashion the copper cracked the Ice on the storage pond an atom of any harmful drug, and it
zona. He is a forceful, aggressive and the Iron Into works of wonder, at Bellemont, Ariz.
has been curing Cougs, Colds, Croup
range two and Whooping Cough so long that it
In the San Francisco
speaker, and will do great good In they used them as a base for theeir
these two territories.
paints and colors, and so splendidly lighter shocks were felt, one at six has proven itself to be a tried and
true friend to the many who use H.
and one at seven thirty-on- e
were they mixed, so exactly propor thirty-si- x
Sold by all druggists.
tioned, that, though they have been ex- Inst evening.
MINING TOPICS F.ROM
o
posed to the weather for centuries,
Indigestion Overcome.
THE GOLDEN DISTRITC they have not faded as yet.
SPECIAL RATES TO COLORADO.
Indigestion is easily overcome by the
Coronado found a country of great
Western live stock show and Joint
was
devastated
wealth which
ise of Kdol Dyspepsia Cure, Because convention of the American Stock
Special Correspondence:
you
ana
eat
strangled, one might say, by the iron 'his remedv digests what
(rowers' association, National Live
Golden. N. M., Jan. 25. Col, J. A. heeled conquerors, who rode rough
the stomach a rest allows it to
Wood, manager of the Gold Bullion shod over all who exacted all and recuperate aud grow strong again Stock association and National Wool
Denver, Colo.,
Growers' association.
Mining Co., is receiving the new ma- gave nothing in return not even
l Kodol relieves Indigestion, Belching of
January 29 and February 3, lflnfi. For
chinery for the placer workings of
,
Heart-Burnetc.,
Ion they eventually enslaved the 'ias. Pour Stomach,
above occasion the Santa Fe will
the company and Is putting it in place. people, and the race which Inhabited ind enables the digestive organs to the
sell excursion tickets to Denver, ColCol. Wood has been making preparaof
the valley disappeared before sword transform all foods into the kind
orado Springs and Pueblo and return
tions for this new plant ail the fall
lire, until we hive today only the ri( h red blood that makes health and at the rate of one fare plus $2 for the
and winter, not even stopping work and
o fa number of cities that strength. Sold by all druggists.
T. E. PITH DY,
round trip.
during the excessive cold weather, ruins
stretched from north to south, and.
Agent.
so that there will be no delay in start- as Is attested by the great pottery
COMING EVENTS
o
ing operations as soon as the ground fields.
A
boy has bei-on the
thaws out so as to permit. This plant
which Orgrande stands
The
January 29, 30 Geo. Samuels' At pay rolls of the Ohio house of repreit of large capacity and can be was onesiteofoilthe greatest of the com
sentatives as a page at J2.."n a day.
handled cheaply, so that there should munities in this alley In vanclent tractions.
They do get the habit early in Ohio.
January 31 "Ole Oleson."
l
out good times, as it is destined to be In modno trouble in taking
money. The ground is rich and has ern times.
been lying idle, only waiting the
While the ancients mined turquoise
proper method to yield up its values.
and used the mineral oxides for
experiyears
company
have been
The
paints,
the men of this day mine the
do
will
no
doubt
menting aud there is
copper
Motherhood."
and the Iron not forgetting
Sondfof Book about
on.
extensive work from this tmie
If t'i. d- you reiltie
turquoise,
the gold and the til
the
Are vou to become mother
Robert
Messrs. Sherman Brown and
uffering
of
sur
glory
thai not omen tie
is
h oro.it amount
ver,
old
time
the
and
stockare
J. Brenk of Milwaukee, who
passed in work the present inhalii
ob heed lo undergo. ue pain inev nan; io ucai r u you
holders in the Argo Mining Co., which
the
perform,
out
and
have
could do an)tinng io relieve mat pain wouiq you no'
to
set
i,u..a'i"UiS
,
y.
vlclni
has properties In th
thp
do it f You are a ientihle woman una oi court you
yThey
been here for the pa few
'hm
would then read carelully every word
have eased the famous l a,
called into existence the pres- m
'
ent line of railroad, aud was resirono8nedth,rVde infereV
Gold
for the rapid growth of this val- ffi
In
ley.
It a liniment o potent that i' dl greatly lessen the
Coin claim, In the San Lazarus gulcb.
aufleriiy; of any caNe ut lalwr, no matter how d:ih
A city of the past a city of the
.
from George Adriana and George Mor- prtseut and a city of the future.
:.i:-iiiuuieni,- .. .:....
i.
ii iiiib
ci uuuui;..i
ii u.i.
i, a urauniu!
cuii.
rison. These gentlemen also own a
N more turfr- dream; without it, a ni'litmare
smelter and mining properties near
lng, no more needless cart, but onopeartful n'fil
Half the World Wonotr
Silver City and in Arizona, whic-a- i how the other half lives. Th.e who
motherhood i yours if you will but open your eyes.
they will visit before they return east. use Bucklen'a Arnica Salve never
o auminster and
ror external use, sal
A word lo tl.e wise-wonderful in result!
wonder If it will cure Cuts, Wounds,
Mother's r"iiend." All drupgisit sell li ,i
VOCAL INSTRUCTION.
Hums, Sores and all Skin Eruptions:
i l oo per oottla We tend our book "Matter
Mrs. Grant Shy,
.they know it will.
hood, free, if yon ask for it
,10
E. Reynolds street, Springfield,
MRS. W. H. MILL8
says: "1 regard It one of th-- . ab- DRADFICLD REG VIATOR CO.,
Vocal Instruction and volcii
necessities of housekeeping."
At'mnta. (Is.
lag a specialty. Studio, 412
ail druggists. 25c.
Fifth street. Automatic pbone,

CLOSED AT FLAGSTAFF AND LEAGUE
ORGANIZED
WILL ATTACK GAMBLING EVIL FIRST.
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The killing of a prize fighter during
contest In New York it ho nthor
night probably means that the lid will
bo put on In Gotham again.
Hub Knoll, who was welt known
In major league company not a great
many yearn ago, is managing the art eauMd by Indication. If you eat
Dayton team in the Central league. little too much, or If you ere subject to
attack of Indif Mtlon, you have no doubt
Young Corbott savs Anrella Her- - had shortness of breath, rapid r.eart Deals,
rerra has a streak of yellow ami will heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indirection eaueee the stomach te
shorw it If landed on once or twice.
swelL end puff up against the
Corbett must have missed it when he expand
ried to land on it. Besides, yellow is heart This crowds the heart and Inter-fe- re
with it action, and In th course ef
the national color of tho Meiioan
time th heart become dieeaeed.
O
Some one has "thrown a scare into"
Chicago university students by starting the Btory that a majority of the
lacuixy are in tavor of snsnend n
football at that Institution for two
years, or until the rules are modified
to lessen the danger of accidents dur
ing games. As the faculty will not dlreete what you eat, take th strain ef
meet for some time, the truthfulness ef the heart, and contribute nourishment.
of tho story cannot be verified.
strength end health to every organ ef the
body. Cure Indlnstlon. DrsDeosia. Sour
George Tebeau has sold the Kansas Stomach,
Inflammation of the muooue
City franchise In the American asso- membranes lining th Stomach and Dig-tt- re
ciation to local people. Tebeau should
Tract, N err out Dy epepei and Catarrh
have made this move a long time ago,
t torn aco.
as syndicate baseball never has and f
never will be popular. The fact that
end I would become vary weak,
I btwtI palpitate
Tebeau owned both the Louisville and finally
me tmnw
rot e bottlo of Kedol end It
Kansas City franchises In the same ewienuM. Anor Btiiu; t low bottlMrere
I em cane.
MRS. LOR1NO H10HOLS, Feoa Yen, N. T,
league created dissatisfaction in both
towns.
I had ttomseh tranbl and wot In bad itato ai I
kad baart trouble with It I took Kodol Dyipepala
Abe Attel, one of the cleverest win i of asow lour bmoui ana u eurod me.
D. KAUBUL Nevada, O.
little fellows who ever put on the
mitts, figured In two fast lioxing bouts
in New York the other night and Ditfests
won them both. Before the Olympic
k14a it
,llu aktttl,
Athlete club he whipped Ralph Lln-dt l,l,4 At tk
ama M mm
orator? ! S.0.D,W
In four rounds.
Then he jumped Umm
I 4. I
t
rll.
into n carriage and was driven to the
by
For sale
all druggists.
Consolidated Athlete club, where he
ASK FOR THE 1906 KODOL AL
gave Tony Bender a mauling In three
CALENMANAC AND
rounds.

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

u

What You Eat

er

a

DAR.

people think
President
"Some
Roosevelt has trouble because a fool
ish woman had hysteria in the White
House and Ben Tillman prodded him
wMh
his pitchfork, and there s a
little ruction over in Venezuela, and
rate legislation and tariff and race
suicide and a few more minor dis
turbnnces are occupying his atten
tlon," said Connie Mack, of the- Phil
adelphia Athletics. "He doesn't know
what real trouble is. Why, just tbink
of me I have It In bunches I have
seven men from whom to select
man to play third base and that gives
me six chances In seven to make the
wrong choice."

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

(Small Holding Claim No. 5S0.)
Department of the Interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M

January

May Live 100 Years.
The chances for living a full cen
tury ore excellent in the case of Mrs
Jennie Duncan of Haynesvllle, Me.
now 70 years old. She writes: "Electric Bitters cured my of chronic dy
spepsia of 20 years standing, and
made me feel as well and strong as a
young girl."
Electric Bitters cure
Stomach and Liver Diseases, Blood
disorders. General Debility and bodily
weakness. Sold on a guarantee at all
druggists. Price only 60c.

REMARKABLE LOSS

24, 1906.

Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of her claim under
sections 1G and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the net of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats.. 470), and that said proof will
be made before tbe United States
court commissioner at Albuquerque
N. M., on March 10, 1906, viz.:
Beatrlz Moya de Sedlllo, widow of
Jesus Sedlllo, deceased, for the S. H
C. No. 586, in lot 1, sec. 36, T. 7 N.
R. 2 E., and sec. 31. T. 7 N.. R. 3 E.
and lot 2, sec. 36, T. 7. N, R. 2 E.
She names the following witnesses
to prove her actual, continuous, ad
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur
vey of the township, viz.:
Estehan Rael, of Valencia, N. M.;
Bernardino Sedlllo, of El Cerro, N. M.
Estanlslao Otero, of El Cerro, N. M.
Amada Otero de Sedlllo, of El Cerro,

Effective December 10,1905
Eastbound.
No. 426.

The American owners of the Guadalupe de log Reyes mines, situated in
the state of Slnaloa, Mexico, are still
mourning the loss of 1100,000 of gold
and silver bullion which was lost sev
eral months ago In a remarkable manner. The train of burros, loaded with
bullion, were on their way to Mazat-laat which point the precious cargo
was to be shipped to San Francisco,
by boat. The sure footed little ani
mals were wending their way along a
narrow trail bordering high above the
Plaxtla river, when tne roadway, sort- ened by the tropical rains, suddenly
caved Into the river. The mules and
bullion and a number of the Mexican
drivers disappeared completely in the
raging torrent. As soon as the news
of the heavyloss reached the owners
of the mines a large force of men
was sent out to search for the treasure. This search has been in progress
for some time, but not a single bar
of the bullion has been recovered. It
is supposed that the mules, with their
freight, were swept down the river
into the Pacific ocean. The hunt for
the bullion Is still going on, and a detail of the employes of the mines are
patrolling the river day ad night, for
a distance of more than 100 miles, to
keep outsiders from searching for and
getting away with the treasure.
Canailea Herald.

n,

Stations.

li:oo a m Lv. Santa Fe

No. 425.

3:80 p m
Bspanola
1:26pm
2:11pm
Embudo
12:26 p m
3:00 pru
Barranca
11:36 p tn
4:02 p m
10:29 p m
8ervllleta
4:32 p m
Tree Piedrag
l:00pm
6:45 p m
Antonito
8:10 p m
8:30 p m
Alamosa
6:40am
3:00 a m
Pueblo
11:05 p m
4:35 a m
Colo. Springs
9:40 pro
7:30 am Ar. Denver Lv. " 7:00 p m
Train ston at TSmhnitn fnp itlnnor
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonito, for Durango, Sllverton
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate points, via eitiher the
standard gauge line via La veta Pasa
or the narrow gauge via Sallda, making the entire trip in daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
GORGE.
Also for all points on th
Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER. O. P. A..
Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, Gen. Man.

12:51 p m

Ar.

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
(In effect November 12, 1905.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
a. m., departs 8:30 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m., departs
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrlvea
11:10 a. ru., departs 11:20 a. nr.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
No. 9, Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. ni.
Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:16
p. m.

Local freight train. No. 99, southbound, departs at 6 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6: SI
a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops

Albuquerque.
No. 1 runs direct
No. 7 runs direct
No. 3 runs direct
San Francisco.
All trains dally.
T.

east of

to Los Angeles.
to San Francisco.
to Los Angeles and
E. PURDY,

Agent

If your neighborhood is

good enough
for yott

N. M.
Any person who desires to protest

PACK TRAIN, DRIVER AND BULL
ION DISAPPEAR IN FLOOD.

Westbound.

against the allowance of said proof.
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and offer evidence in rebuttal of t'nat
submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register

why not for your
friends

above-mentione-

BACK EAST?

The

cross-examin-

will help to get them
started Southwest of you
will give us their names
and addresses. Write us

today.

Address,
Gen. Colonization Agent of A. T. &
S. F. Ry.,

No dangerous drugs or alcoholic
Railway Exchange, Chicago.
concoctions are taken In to the stomach wben Hyomel is used. Breathed
through the inhaler, the balsamic
healing of Hyomel penetrates to
the most remote cells of the nose and
throat, and thus kills the catarrhal
germs, heals the irrigated
mucous
membrane, and gives complete and
permanent cure.
Hyomel is the simplest, most pleasant and the only guaranteed cure for
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
catarrh that bas been discovered.
Soothing and Comforting.
Complete outfit, Jl, extra bottles, 50
Room 17. N. T. Armijo Building.
The soothing and comforting effects cents. For sale by J. II. O'Rlelly &
of DeWltt's Witch Hazel Salve, when Company.
applied to Piles, cuts, boils, etc., subrj
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
dues pain almost Instantly. This Salve
HEAVEN REVEALED,
draws out the inflammation, reduces
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSBy Benjamin Fiske Barrett.
swelling and acts as a rubefacient,
FER 8TABLES
thus circulating the blood through the (383 pp., 5'x7 Inches; large type;
diseased parts, permitting or aldin
line cloth.)
Horses and Mules bought and exNature to permanently remove the
changee
drugtrouble entirely. 'Sold by all
For a limited period this book la ofBEST
LV THE CITY
TURNOUTS
gists.
fered at trade rates, 50 cents, with
Second street, between Railroad and
9 cents postage for mailing.
Copper avonuea.
MERCHANT TAILORING
CONTENTS.
The"
Angels
Origin
EssenThe
of
UPSTAIRS,
OVER NO. 209 WEST
tial Nature of Heaven Character of
I,
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O.
the Angels Testimony of Scripture
PROPRIETOR
VARNISHE3 AND
The Sure Way to Heaven Practical PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES.
of This Disclosure EnMy merchant tailoring stiop Is up- Tendency
Heaven, and What DeLeather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- vironment In Societies
In Heaven A Robes,
nue, where I solicit the patronage of termines It
Horse Blankets, Etc. PalIan
World
Heaven
for
the
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
the public. All work guaranteed first
Are Earthly Relationships contin- stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
RecogMeeting
in
Heaven?
ued
and
Pelts.
perience In the business. Suits made
W9 WEST
RAILROAD
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and nition of Friends In the Hereafter
AVENUE.
Appearance
Angels
of
the
repaired. The specific I use will not Personal
Rejuvenescence
In
Heavand Growth
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
BEAUTY CULTURE.
also cleaned and walking skirts made en Houses and Homes In Heaven
In
in
Heaven Children
Garments
to order. Give me a trial.
MRS.'M. HELENA LEONARD,
Heaven Sex and Marriage in HeavO. BAMBINI.
en Work in
Heaven Thre Three
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Heavens and How Related Eternal
Late of New York city. The latest
Beats tne Music Cure.
Progress
In
ot
Heaven Consociation
"To keep the Dody In tune," writes
scientific appliance and up to date
Mrs. Ben Brown. 20 Lafayette Place, Angels With Men.
methods fo- - treating the hair, face
Dr.
Address,
l'ouehkeepsie, N. Y., "I take
and scalp. Complexion steaming and
THE NUNC LICET PRESS,
King's New Life Pills. They are the
bleaching; manicuring and shampoo42 West Coulter Street,
ing.
most reliable and pleasant laxative I
Electrolytic
water
automatic
Stomach,
Philadelphia, Pa.
massage. 614 West Gold avenue.
have found." Best for the
all
by
Liver and Bowels. Guarauteen
Auto phone 279.
A Modern Miracle.
druggists. 25c.
"Truly miraculous seemed the re"
covery of Mrs. Mollle Holt of this
'
place," writes J. O. R. Hooper, WoodWILLING HELPERS.
ford. Tenn., "she was so wasted by
What's the use of a helper, if
coughing up puss from her lungs. and CURE the LUNGS
he Isn't willing? Willingness is
a an amnln mantle which will al- - V Doctors declared her end so near that
w
the family had watched by her bedinnat rover all the sins of serv- side forty-eigh- t
hours; when, at my
classified advertise- a ire
nut
urgent request Dr. King's New Disment in The Evening Citizen Is a
covery was given her, with the astonwilling helper that Is not only
absolutely competent, but also U e ishing result that improvement began,
and continued until she finally coma willing worker. It worKS an
Price
CONSUMPTION
is the best i pletely recovered, and is a healthy
50c & 1.00
the time for you. It publicity
rUll I ouctS and
In
today."
woman
cure
Guaranteed
for
economical
most
Free Trial.
and
coughs and colds. 50o and 11.00 at all
the world.
biu-t'bdruggists.
Trial
for all
Cure
tiuickc'Ht
e
e
bottle
free.
ttta
t
I
I
t
f t
THKOA'C and I.ITtfO TROTJB-LLs- i,
busi-nesget
the
will
get
P'bscrlbe for The Citizen and
A Citizen want ad
ci AlONfi HACK.
the news.
Try one.

Thos. F. Keleher
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REAL BEAUTY-

NEW LINE BEING

ipi

THIRD STREET

MAIL CARRIER
COMMITS KILLING
RAPIDLY BUILT

-

and unsurpassed quality are
the features In our mammoth
furniture emporium, which,
coupled with a low price,
make a pleasing combina
tion to the eye as well as the
pnrKetbook, and appeals to
the artistic and economical
alike. See out line of dining
room sets, all prices; pic-- '
tures in new ami original
with frames finished
to match the furniture. Mail
orders solicited.

Meat Market

Frank J. Thomas, the general sales PARTICULARS OF THE FATAL All Kindt of Frs.h and Salt
agent for the St. I.ouls. Rocky MounSteam Sausage Factory,
SHOOTING OF T. C. LAKE BY
EMIS KLEINWORT,
ELIEL OGDEN, NEAR KINGMAN.
tain & raclnc Coal and Coko com
Masonic Uulldlng, North Third Street.
pany, has arrived In Albuquerque and
Last Monday afternoon, near the
will remain several days in the Inter-summit of Coyote hill, a terrible trag- xxxrxxxxxTxrxxtrxxxxxxxxxx
est of the company lie represents.
LONDON
CLUB
LIVERY AND 9
Mr. Thomas states that work on the edy was enact ed, LJIlel Ogden shootwounding T, C. h
new road his company is building is ing and mortally
H
Lake, says the Kingman Miner. The
Lea
progressing satisfactorily,
although wounded man was taken to town and M Corner Second and Marquette. H
the heavy snow held the workmen up lived until the following day at 11:30
for awhile. The new road Is to bo
o'clock. sufTerlng the mow excruciatknown as the "Kocky
Mountain ing torture. The causes leading up
Route," and will be built from a point to the
shooting have been given subIn the Taos valley to Ilea Moines, N.
as follows: Ogden has been
stantially
M.. where It will connect with the Col
carrying the mail from Kingman to
orado Southern, thence to Raton, to eorhat and the postofflce being some
a
connect with the Santa Fe. For a distance below the town, Lake asked
time, at Hast, the terminus will be Ogden to bring his mall to him. Not
C. GRANNIS,
M
Proa.
at Keehler. where It will connect with doing so, one day last week. Lake
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. ,t
Day
the El Taso & Northeastern.
Night
and
filely abused Ogden and threatened
M
Hack.
Mr. Thomas stated that a nortion of to beat hlni un ami that If ho ever
Albuquerque,
New
Mexico. H
tne road is now in operation and that came Into Cerbat again he would kill XXXXXXXXXTXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
rolling stock was being ordered for him. Ogden brooded' over the Insult
PIONCER BAKERY
the new line. He also said that the and Monday last in coming In from
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
new road had given a great boost to Cerlvjit he passed Lake at the Coyote
(Successor to Balling Broa )
Raton and northern New Mexico
Holes water, where the latter was
erally, and that real estate and busi-- ' watering his horses. Going up the WEDDING CAKE3 A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and w guar
ness lines of ail kinds were booming, ""g grade to the top of the Cerbat
range Lakes team overtook the team at) tee first class baking.
Albuquerque
driven by Ogden. Stopping his horses 207 S. First Street.
ALBUQUERQUE CHINW.EN ARL
Ogden Jumped to the ground, gun in
Established In 1882
STILL CELEBRATING NtWVfcAR hand, and demanded of Iake If he
thought he could whip him, at the
G.
same time firing his gun in the air Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
WHICH WAS USHERED IN WED-'twicLake begged that he allow him
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
NESDAY, ACCORDING TO THEIR to B" to town and anil himself and
boden'g Granite Flour.
thal
h, tw?u'i! met
hi,m im .e'".al
CALENDAR
THIS IS THE YEAR
nreu,
mo
Kruunu. uul vjguen Hgaiu
3Z- third bullet striking Lake In the ab- domen, altout two inches above the
GrocerievS
The Chinese population of All.uqtier- - navel. Firing again the fourth bullet
que have about completed their cele- - lodged In the fleshy, part of lake's Hllltboro creamery
Butter Best oo
bratlon of New Year's Hay, which, ac- - left arm, close to the shoulder. After
Earth.
cording to their calendar, was last the shooting Ogden drove off. Hugh
Wednesday, and have resumed thlr Holland, who was with Lake, did Orders Bollolted.
Free Delivery.
normal state, going back to their, everything that he could to make the
214 South Second Street.
"washee, washee" and feed houses, ' wounded man comfortable and drove
to take up the cudgels of life after a llMo lowa wl,n n,m- - " wa8 taken
few days given to celebrating the be- - to 1he hospital, where he lingered In
'awful agony until death relieved him.
ginning of a new year.
riRE
Owing to tne fact that the China- - Another witness to the shooting was
INSURANCE.
wCerbat,
of
who
tells
n;
Cpbell.
Secretary
men of Albuquerque are so busv in
Mutual Building
Offlc at 4. c Baldrtdge's
their chase of the Almighty Dollar Practically the same facts as above
yard.
not as much time was given this year, ?
,
.
was empaneled
to the observing of their New Year ' A coronp,r 8
TOTI A ORADI
Day as is usually the custom
White
thTnt?
Dealers
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
in
no!eArtheaThoksuacmefWt,?mt
Qraln and Fuel.
epioi
!y dea,h at the hands of E. Ogden. and
X
,
Fin line of Imported Wines, Liquors
charging him with murder,
thi ? W LCt,rine8,Vreal y, ou
and Cigars. Place your orders tor
At a preliminary examination Wed-a- s
New Year festivities of the Chinese esday
this 11ns Witt us.
Ogden waa held to the
last
extend over a period of two weeks. gran(1 jury wlthout bail.
NORTH THIRD 8TREBJT.
However, the Chinese here, beyond a
rew days' praying to their Joss, and
Always Increases tne Strength.
M. DRAGOIE
a small display of fireworks in the
amount of food thor
rear of one of the Chinese restaur- - Am reasonable
,
i",0,
Dealers In
i,i
ants did not give much observance lateA ' wl
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
alwayg
increase the
wJ.0e
strength. If your stomach Is a "little
The Chinese method of celebrating off Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will digest Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat
the New
begins
ears arrival
with
you eat and enable the digestive
North Broadway, Corner or Washprayers to tne Great Spirit to come what
organs to asslmilinte and transform 800
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUK.N. M
down and take up Its abode In their Bn food into
g
blood.
Jess. This joss, in the Flowery King- - Kodol relieves Sour Stomach, Belch-dom- ,
A. D.
is usually the work of some tng, Heart-Burand all forms of
Chinese sculptor, but in Albu- - gestion. Palatable and strengthening,
querque the work was done by a local Sold by all druggists.
Chinaman, and is represented by three
o
painted figures, two being males, and
THIS DAY IN HISTORY,
one female. These figures are arrayed
Jan. 27, 1652. President Castro's
In royal robes, and after a prayer name did not appear In the papers,
has been offered to the Great Spirit,
Jan. 27, 1828. A public speaker In
they await what they consider a suf- - New York state spoke highly of the
flcient length of time to allow of the United States senate.
Spirit taking up its abode in the paint- Jan. 27. 1741 Big life Insurance
ed figures, after which the fireworks companies declined to contribute to
are started, punk sticks are burnt, either Republican or Democratic
fills the air, and the China- - tlonal committees."
;
man's celebration of
Year is on.
77.
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
deal7 those fel- . . Tliat w"s n d'rty
All Mm. i ' th nhLc.
gave Softon,"
pump'.
in
and supplies and horse-powe- r
lows
Wall
street
reckoned from .the ascension to the
don't see anything dirty about ing outfits.
throne of the then ruling sovereign, it. "I They
Automatic
'Phone, 308.
cleaned him, didn't they?"
Colorado
and according to this the old year that,
Red 131.
went cut Wednesday was the year 31,
Drying preparations simply develand the new year was 32. This year,
N. PEACH & CO.
according to local Chinamen, Is to be op dry catarrh; they dry up the secretions,
exceptionally lucky, owing to the fact which adhere to the membrane and decomREAL ESTATE DEALERS
pose, caUHing a far more serious trouble than
that It has (superstitious Americans the
Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, 208
kindly take notice) thirteen months In ing ordinary fona of cntarrb. Avoid all dry.
West Gold Avenue.
inhalants, fumes, smokes and tnn:,s
it, instead of the regulation twelve.
In China the New Year Is of addi- and nto that which cloaii"'.'S, soothes ami
hauls. Ely's Cream Balm is such n rcntr .h
tional interest to everyone because and
l ei
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
on that date every Chinaman who easilywill cure catarrh orA coldiutbavr',.1
pleasantly.
In
triul m3
PUBLIC.
owes any money Is In honor bound to mailed and
10 cents. AH in;!;isic!l :V Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
for
pay his debts, and it sometimes hap- 50o. size. Ely Brothers, fit; VVarr.n St., N. y
Automatic Telephone, 174.
pens that suicide follows a ChinaThe Balm ouroit without puiu, decs i:.
man's inability to meet his debts on irritate or canie siioez'.uj;. J t r:atN i's. : XXXXXXXXXXXXDOOOCCXDCODOOO
this day, but in America, where the over an lrntntsd ni:d uir.'rv t:jr. k . n
WE GIVE
Chinese have Imbibed the true Anierl- - ing immediately the pniMul iiiMmr.nw ht.
You best satisfaction
In
can commercial spirit, no such occur
mill
With J.lvs t rcira
r.i
amie
rences ever come to pass.
work.
tgainst Ksnl Catmjti n.ul V. y Fever.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
We have added to our already well equipped lannderjr a machine wXh which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they

are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

PRATT &fCO.

L. A. Beeson and family left last
night for San Bernardino, Cal., where
Mr. Beeson, who has been employed In
the local Santa Fe round house and;
shops tor some time past, will make
his future home.

McKayrthe "news itutch"

In

of the Harvey system, was
yesterday joined in marriage with
Miss. J.ora Anderson, of Alexandria,
Ont., Justice George It. Craig performing the ceremony that madetiiem
one. Alter a short honeymoon trip
to California the McKays will returnN
to Albuquerque to reside.

the employ

IEVANCE

G

Herman Switzt-r- , manager of tae
Harvey curio rooms, left last
night for the Moqui Indian reserva-Rwhere he will corral about a
dozen of the- - "noble red men" and
guide them from Oraibi to the Hop!
project, sit- house, another Harvty
uated at the Grand Canvon. .The
Hop! house has proved one of the best
Harvey houses on the Santa
Fe system, and the management, in
iking file wild and woolly Indians
there, to be gazed upon with awe by
by
me youngsters, with admiration
the fair damsels, and with disgust by
the sensible, who gather at tne Hop!
house, is only trying to give the visitors from the effete east a- little of
their money's worth.

COMMITTEE

RE11RNEJ FKOM

HAS

LOS ANGELES

n
PREVENTATIVES OF THIS
OF THE B. R. T. WIN
SIXTEEN OUT OF NINETEEN
REINSTATEMENT CASES.
BF. Pettibone, a freight conductor
n the Santa
Fe, has Just return-payined from Los Angeles, where he had
1'cen he past three weeks represent-- t
ng this division of the Brotherhood
of Railway Trainmen in the biennial
conference between representatives
tnat oroer ana me management oi
tne bantu Ye railroad company,
Mr. Pettibone, who was a member
of the grievance committee,
states
that the best of feeling prevails between the management and the members of the order he represented. He
also states that the grievance committee won 16 out of the 19 reinstatement cases that were brought up at
this meeting.
These biennial meetings
14 ween
employer and employe for the purpose of adjustiug any differences that
may exist between them have been
the means of keeping the Santa Fe
far ahead of most roads in the matter of trouble with the employes, and
8 tne management
shows at all
times an inclination to do the right
thlnK y ,helr employes, tt is safe to
8av that there Is not a more content- ranroaa men in me unitea
r"
states man are 10 De round on the
western divisions of the Santa Fe.

g
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-

g
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NINE HUNDRED THOUSAND
SILVER DOLLARS ON BOARD.
A Santa Fe passenger train which
arrived in Kansas City Wednesday
had an express car In it which contained 900,000 silver dollars, en route
from Mexico to some point in the
east, the exact destination being a
Exsecret which the Wells-Fargpress company refuses lo divulge.
The car was sealed and guarded by
unA!nl ovnreRA nil RnirprM. The sil
ver dollars in the car were Mored In
225 separate boxes, each box contain- ing $4,000, and weighing 250 pounds.
tons. If the
or a total of 23 and
dollars had Wen laid edue to edse In
a row, they would have strotched
from Albuquerque to Isleta, and if
piled one on top of the other, would
have been almost as high as ihe San-dimountains.
1- -8

'l

JOHNSON

Iidl-nute-

n

train was in motion when the crash
came. The conductor of the local saw
the limited coming down the grade
as his own train stood at the depot.
Recognizing the certainty of a collision, he gave the engineer the signal to go ahead, and the train pulled
out. but bad proceeded but a few
yards when the limited, with all
!
rakes set, but going at a terrific
speed, siruck the rear of the local.
The reer coach of the latter train
wrb crushed to kindling half way to
its center.

,

albuquerqueTarriage

CO.
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Baildlng Supplies

7

RAILROAD TOPICS

WHY

In keeping with their worth. We have
a reputation for turning out harness
which bears critical Inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation. As to the
latter, we will be glad to quote you
cost any time you ask It. Please ask.

uSTSif tVs

tissue-buildin-

HORSESI"

NOT GOOD HARNESS?
Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor of a fine horse or
team see to It that their equipment Is

'v'r"
TlL
Xv SiT.T

rJ

See the difference between the faces of the men!
One looks as if he had Inadvertently chewed a quinine capsule ln- tear or a jujube lozenge.
The other, however, Is plainly "ail to the merry, merry.
The happy individual represents a Colorado state senator 'In business.
It Is charged that he is given the transcontinental rate of $1.15 per
hundredweight on leather when shoes are shipped to him.
As for the ordinary dealer, he cannot, get the transcontinental rate of
$1 on cotton goods, but has to pay $2.24 on thorn from New York.
Wouldn't It make YOU peevish?

"BeBlK?BPSs''

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXDCXXXXXXXXJO

"GOOD

A. E. WALKER,

tt

I?y

D. A.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Staple and Fancy

,

CO., INC.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

as

FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES
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Wholesale Grocers
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GROSS, KELLY

Mt.

J. D. EMMONS,
Colo, phons, 177; Auto phone,
474. West and of viaduct.
COR. COAL AYR & 2D ST.

Mi
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SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

23

JfeppslSn

PM-ig-

A

BAIN
0L0 HICKOBY

WAGONS
J.Kurber&Co.
WHOLESALE
and RETAIL

se

Albuquerque. N. M.
WE EXPECT
to be called upon to doctor burst water
pipes this coming cold spoil, and we
have made provision for emergencies.
Among them let's name the telephone
and night calls. We like to sleep as
well as the next fellow, but if you're
in plumbing trouble don't hesitate to
let us know promptly. Our excellent
work and moderate charges will keep
us busy.

"""""'

B. A. SLEYSTER

!

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company
Colorado phons 284.

;

&

Auto phone, 671.

p- -s

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

La $BmiiM
000000000000
The St. Elmo

SMOKE

HAVANA CIGARS
Rich and Fragrant
Sold by all Dealer
Finest Whiskies

JOSEPH

BARNETT, Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

OUR

MILL

tK)COCOCOOCXXXXX)OC0300CXX5
OCOCOCXXOCXDCOCXDOCOOCOOCOS)

Cerrllloa

Tolu, Tar and Wild Cherry

Ammrlcmn Block

COML
Rcr Ton

is not as good as a prescription from your doctor, but It is prepared
with as much care, and is the best all 'round "hit or miss" Cough
Syrup we know of.

$6.00
COKE

MILL

WOOD

The Williams Dtttg Co.

KINDLING

117

W.H.Halin&Co
BOTH 'RHONE S
sVXXXXXXODOCOC)COCxDOOCOCOO

WE8T

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Both 'Phones.

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

as

AN EAGLE FLEW INTO
CAB OF MOVING ENGINE.
While the engine wa. moving at
the rate of fifty mi'es an hour an
eagle flew into the window of the cab
of a CliiCBKO, Kock Island & i'acitic
engine that was pulling ihe Kocky
Mountaiu Limited near Awate. Colo.,

Hfl

9

the other day, striking Engineer
Frank Kurlow with such force as to
in the cab
knock him from his
window lo the tlixir of the cab, vi- - .
ciously attacking him wiih beak and
talons and laceiating one arm. liar-- , C
and his L
low called for assistance
fireman. William Krewington, re-lspomled, only to lie attacked in turn, W
as was 'be head brakeman, John
Snyder, who, noticing that some- thing was wrong in the engine, crawl- ed over the tender, only to have the
eagle brace itself against the sides of
the cab with its wings and fasten its
talons In his arm. The binl was
Anally overcome by the three men'
and bound. When measured It was
found that seven feet and eleven
inches was the distance from tip to
tip of the eagle.
j

I

'

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Belen

Of 1,000 buslDesi and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publls school house, costing $16,000; churches. Commercial club; a population of 1,600 Inhabitants; largest
mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans aud hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot bs estlmsted.
70-fo-

says:
Fourteen persons were
slightly injured in ihe collision yesterday at Glendora, between the Santa
Fe IJmited westbound train and a
local train. All the Injured were
on the local.
65
The limited train was running ocmiles an hour when the collisionClem-lincurred, according to Engineer
The
who was at the throttle.
engineer stuck to his post and was uninjured. His fireman also escaped
All

ALL

a

24,

tht

wreck wan

prevented a mor
N

fact

ih:U

r1nm

ihe local

Santa Fg Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

WRECK
A

&.

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

;

OF SANTA FE
LIMITED AT GLENDORA.
dispatch, dated Jan.
Los AKl--

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

The

lots-'-1rtre-

coal and

d

FA8T LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
sre In the center of the city, well graded, (msnj 0f them improved by cultivation); no saod or trvel. We need s flrst-cl.- s,
bakery, tailor shop, shoe house. Jeweler, plumbing ssos. planing mill,
ood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., etc. Also a flrst-cla- s
modern hotel
OUR PRICES OF LOTS
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICE8, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

The Belen Town and Improvement

JOHN; BECKER, President

vastest
sri.Wiis

"
4saw

FHT

fss

majrur

'uLKiistr

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
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New Goods

k

F. F. TROTTER
South Second St

120

HAVE YOU BEEN IN?

Men's Good Clothes Cheap
8-0-

SIMON STERN

00)00 0000

1

GEO. W. HICKOX & CO.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
Successor

1-0-

n

re being constantly received, which
Insures our customers receiving per
fectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
prices.
them at

Nos. 118 and

iiB(oi

Wednesday Night, Jan. 3

TEN STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM

, JAVA

room

Sale Ends

St

Patent Colt, Box Calf, Vici Kid,
Kangaroo, style, strength, service, taste in every pair. The
best fitting because they are
carefully made over correct lasts
The best service because the exact Goodyear welt stitching will
not allow other than the best
quality of leather. An insole
free from wax, tacks and threads

' fl MOCHA
1031
cevvmaHTl.

THE

'

.

bed-roc-

4

that the losses of sheep

PERSONAL

n

tOfUL

had been PRESENT CONDITION OF
greatly exaggerated, and while there
OLD
MAN BENSON
would, of course, bo some louses as
result of the severe weather and snow
"forms, the losses would not be what
John H. Uenson, an old carpenter,
sheep men consider heavy.
and
tinker at many other trades, Is on
Jam
F. Hrown. who practiced law inmate of the city building, and Is a
In this city for several years, having
nn office in the First National bank subject of charity, subsisting on alms
DAY AND WEATHER.
building, In now located at 44 Last furnished by City Marshal McMlllin,
Henevolent assocl- Adams street, I'hoeiilx, Arizona. Mr.a the
Fair tonight and 8undy.
ation, and from those whom the old
Hrown sends The Evening Citizen
copy of the supplement Issued by the gentleman meets In his walks and are
kind enough to render help.
Phoenix Gazette, on the day the i'rinl
The'Cndahy Puck Ins company of statehood
the house of repUenson will be 81 years old June 17,'
Chtcugo, Kansns City and Omaha, resentatives.bill passed
Hero are the headings, im6, if he Uvea till that date, and
have fllod articles of Incorporation of the supplement: "Joint Statehood has leen a figure around
Albuquerque
with the terrllorlnl secretary, and will Hill Passed the House," "Vote on the since 1883, working at carpentering,
establish their headquarters at Albu Measure
Majority
bridge building and other Jobs, and
Showed Substantial
querque.
1
In Its Favor." "Despite Every Effort even, some say, railroading.
De"Nick" Itapler, of Ixmisville, Ky, of Friends of Arizona, Justice is
In any event, seven years ago, while
will arrive In the city in a few days nied Her in the Lower House."
at Gallup and In crossing the railroad
to accept a position In the Slate NaDeputy United States Marshal Har- tracks there, he was struck by a
tional bank.
ry Cooper, who has been in El Paso switch engine, and suffered a dislocaMrs. James taking arrived lHt eve and Doming on official business, has tion of both the right hip and shoulning from Toronto, Canala, to be the returned to the city. Mr. Cooper went der, from which injuries he has never
ruest of Mr. and Mrs. James F. Hrown to Las Vegas to assist another gov- been a well, strong man.
Now he has rheumatism, and barely
of 112 North Edith street.
ernment official to take five prisoners
Miss Ella McClure, formerly with to Deming for a hearing. He also re- drags himself along with the aid of
Every day of this sal has been a "howling success." Crowds came,
leg
the Mutual Life Insurance company, ports that Judge Chaffee, whose fall, two canes.
they saw, they wer pleased, they purchased, and sounded our
Years ago, Benson was one of the
has accepted a position with the was Injured some time ago by a
praise to their fritnds. Wa now start on tht last three day. If
hn.i t have the. limb amputated at most powerful men in this section of
Uradstreet mercantile agency.
Paso, and that the the country, but a lonoly, misspent
you ml
this last rare oppotunlty for bargain you will b ur to
E. R. Stean, of the M. Mandell the hospital in El up
well unuer me life, coupled with the Gallup accident
clothing more, has returned from a Judge is holding
regret
It.
and more recent affliction of rheutrip to Omaha, lie has been absent ordeal.
xtr Human nrown, of Mexico matism, with old nge, has put him on
from the city for the past ten days.
daughter, Mrs. R. the bum, physically, mentally and
A carload of carriages and wagons City, Is visiting her
west L.eaa avenue. financially. Ho really needs assistfrom Columbus, F. Asplund, at 415formerly
arrived yesterday
manager of ance, or, in other words, should be so
Ttiehard Jones,
Ohio, for Jacob Korber & Co. They
company, who provided for as to keep him from
All Sulta which sold up to $20.00, now
914-0are being unloaded and transferred the American Lumber
resigned from that posltlon few day asking alms from those he meets on
All Suits which sold up to $16.00, now
to the carriage repository today.
11 DO
left last night for California and the streets.
AH Suits which sold up to $12.50, now
Judge Ira Abliott and daughter, Miss ago northwest,
a
goes
witn
where
he
Constance, together with Miss Ab- the to engaging in tne jumoer
All Overcoats which sold up to $22.00, now
10-7"RETURN BALL WALKING
bott's guests. Misses Nichols and view but in the event that he should
All Overcoats which Bold up to $16.60, now
12-7Jones, who have been in Santa Fe
CANE" INVENTOR HERE
to his liking,
All Pant which sold np to $6.00, now
3-0homo last fall to find a location
several days, returned
will return to Michigan, his former
night.
All Pant which sold up to $4.00, now
2 00
home.
F. L. Hall, of the McKlnley gold
:
Superintendent W. K. Ettcr, of the
All Pants which sold up to $3.00, now
vaudeville ag- mine group, near the celebrated Gold
Franklin-HustoThe
Santa Fe, arrived in Albuquerque this gregation arrived In the city today Standard bonanza mine, at San Pedro,
morning on No. 10, in his private car.
car "Indiana" and were Santa Fe county, was in the city today
THE RAILROAD
No. 408, and will remain several days In their special
at noon in a tallyho. awaiting his patent papers on a reparade
on
out
looking after the Interests of the
AVENUE CLOTHIER.
one
the
of
be
cent Invention known as the "return
The company Is said to
on tne roaa ball walking cane,"
which, as an
attractions
vaudeville
best
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Dillon, of Las tswl.av on ft t heir performance at the amusement for the young people, is
Vegas, are the proud possessors of a
house tonight will undoubtedly-giv- liotind to prove a success and a source
little girl that arrived at the Dillon Operageneral
of profit to its inventor. Mr. Hall, in
satisfaction.
home a few days ago. Mr. Dillon Is
connection with Mr. Strumqulst, the
nexi
leaves
i
n
y
rhndbourne
the road salesman for the Gross-Kellpostmaster at San Pedro, la also work
re
he
where
York
New
Thursday for
company.
valuable device to ue
some time visum, .v. ...- ing on a very
Leonard 8. Crone, or Nashville, mains forwill
in the postoffice department, the
used
cnauaccompany
Mr.
Tenn., stopped over In the city last Hadden
exact nature of which Mr. Hall Is not
night en route from California to bis bourne.
ready to divulge, but which he
111
at her quite
Mr. imeu F. Mam ire Is
home, to visit with his old friend, J.
will be of Inestimable value to
states
C. Friedburg, the clerk at Sturges' home. corner of North Second street the mercantile as well as the post- European.
and Granite avenue.
office business.
of the
The remains of George Haywood,
soecial ' Officer. Courtright
nn
tl
cuy
wuo,
Thursday
me
negro
who died
NEWLY MADE BENEDICT
the old
Santa Fe was in
evening at 6:30 as the result of a kick Rneclal business.
RETURNS TO THE CITY
shipped
in the head by a mule, were
Tiinr Sandoval today in prouaie
to his former home In Topeka, today, court filed hia commission as notary,
.
.
.
equal pint
4 gills
his bereaved wife accompiinying the
Henry S. Connelly, who left the
remains.
anil durability in shose are city the other day for Denver, where
of
I
of
I
oysters,
rmfnrt
water,
pints,
quart
equal
2
..,.
.nai.iorntion with people care on January 15 he was united in mar
Louis Schneider and daughter, hus
are
they
of tub oysters
band and child of Mrs. Wilhelmenie ful about their health and
riage to Miss Genevieve RoricK, ol
ihmiirbt in designing our that city, returned last night, accom
Schueider, who died in this city from
solid
meats,
price
NO
equal quart
2
water,
pints,
low
the
consumption a few days ago, left last shoes, no matter how
panied by his bride. Mr. Connelly is
night for their former home in Bridge or how dainty tne aesign. au.i . an attache of the Bank of Commerce,
of
Sealsbipt Oysters
port, Conn., accompanying the remains stacks of shoes that we have here at and showed up this morning on
tnai
of their wife and mother.
Is a bad
Apparently
it
the present time prove
crutches.
costly; nor need
Sealshipt
for the younir benedict, but
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Matts and chil qualities need not be
Sealshipt
from the smartest and he declared to his bank associates
dren will leave the city tomorrow they... be absentnhnea
made,
are
thni.
night for Ottawa, Kansas, being callthis morninsr that his present condi
Standard
Selects
Mr. and
tion Is nurelv accidental.
ed there by the serious Illness of the mx'i Shoe Store. 314 west
Mrs Connellv are receiving congratu
a brother or Mr. avenue.
father
and
Sealsnipt Blue Points
lations of many friends today. The
Matts. The gentleman is the chief
COMMISSIONER STROUP
young gentleman Is a relative of Hon.
clerk at the local freight depot.
Solomon Luna.
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Hook, rosid
m
BACK FROM MOUNTAINS
Ing on South Broadway, are rejoicing
baby
bouncing
over the arrival of a
boy. which came
to their .home COUNTY COMMISSIONER STROUP
Thursday night. Mr. Hook is an emxiriTRB FOUR MORE SCHOOL
ploye of the Santa Fe freight offices,
DISTRICTS.
r
and the boys there are smoking cigars
Stroup
County Commissioner
BEST.
"THE
expense
happy
father.
of the
at the
last evening from a
The marriage of Miss May Maggley
when he completed a trip to
and James Jameson occurred last riHva
In the mounevening at the home of Mrs. John 1IV Ul UIVIV aehnol districtssays
that the
Stroup
Professor
StrumqulBt, Itev. E. E. Crawford off- tains.
districts were the poorest financially
iciating. Miss Heald acted as brides
O
AMintv. vet thev are doing very
maid and Mr. Wilson as best man i
we
fact,
in
thev
on
tiiiit
Following a short bridal tour, Mr. and
inin
in 0.11 the nlans he had for
Mrs. Jameson will make their home In
Michigan.
mulated for the corn raising fntest
was manueoiou
The undertaking establishment of nnH much enthusiasm
parents are
A. Iiorder8 today received a new dead Doth the pupils and their
wagon and a new hearse, both of j......!- - interna toil in tne Diiiusupport,
united
which are as fine pieces of workman promise to give it their
he did not enship as have ever been seen in this ..Prnfeaaor Strouo says as
on his prenmrh
btiow
v. city or the territory for the matter IMUUICI
but
of that, and would be a credit to a vlous trip into the mountains
ciiy several times the size of Albu found plenty ol mua to annuy mm.
querque.
Hou't forget the free lunch at the
F. N. Gray, a special agent of the
Elephant Wis evening.
United States department ol agricui White
the
city
in
the
for
arrived
has
tine,
DON'T FORGET THE REGULAR
Durnose of collecting data covering
AT
RI1NDAY DINNER
Mr. Gray is
pursuits.
agricultural
CAFE TOMORROW FROM
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
connected with the bureau of statu ZEIGER'S
tics, field service, and will gather 12 TO 3 P. M.
facts concerning the stock raising in
TOO LATE 10 CLASSIFY
dustrles of New Mexico aa well as the
agricultural products.
bag. con401-40- 3
113-lIS-l- ir
The Portorfleld real estate agency LOST Brown alligator-ski- n
South
doing business on Gold avenue, oppo
taining cards of Charlotte Stuart.
site the omce of The Evening Citizen,
Return to Citizen. Reward.
for"
Mexico and"
yesterday sold the residence of W. A,
rooms
Seldomridge, No. 803 South Arno, to mo. Drat Three furnished No.
ZZZ
Writo
Plows
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Wholesale
Prices
and
for
Other Farm Implements
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115 ner month.
Dr. Wells, who came to Albuquerque
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
South Arno.
a few months ago from Hanson, Ky
n
and with Mrs. Wells and children, in
Position, general house
wivren
In
permanently
here
reside
to
tend
Address U. V.
work preferred.
for the
the future. Consideration
Citizen.
RANCH EGGS
residence private.
Loula A. McRae, a sheep raiser of
One of "the best Saturday free
VALLEY
FROM
RIO GRANDE
Wlllard. and iuHtice of the peace lunches at the White Elephant this
there, Is in the city transacting busi evening. All invited
RAISERS, 40 CENTS A DOZEN. 8EE
ness, and will remain until Monday
J. F. PALMER, 601 NORTH FIRST
when he leaves for Denver to attend
DON'T FORGET THE CHICKEN STREET.
HO
in
COLUMBUS
the Live Stock show to be held
REGULAR MEAL8, 25 CENTS.
DINNER AT THE
that city. Mr. McRae stated that tne TEL TOMORROW- COCKXXXXXXXXOCXXICXXXXXXIC
Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
carte,
a
Service
la
cut-oprogressing
was
Helen
work
PAID FOR
HIGHEST
PRICE
BURGLARY.
fifteen
and that
nlcelv in that district
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH. LOBSTERS AND GAME IN
. . .
OLD CLOTHING.
Protect yourself against Burglars by
miles of track bad been jam east oi
SEASON.
protection.
Sure
poUcy.
M.
Langer,
out
a
taking
Estancla
Wlllard. He stated that the
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
303 SOUTH
FIRST 8TREET.
vnlley was fast filling up with set- 112 South Third street.
Corner of Sliver Avenue.
t ers that th snow was all gone unci
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

LOCAL AND
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97.

Liquid Measure

. I

i

to Mr. H. E. Fox.

i

E. Fox
Having purchased the stock and good will of
patronage.
your
solicit
respectfully
In the above business, we
We shall offer for sale for delivery February X, two black walnut
wall cases and tome up to dale show cases, to make room for our
new furnishings! Call at the store and Inspect them.
Mr.-H- .

c

South Second Street

The Arch Front

oooomoooom

inc.

jewelry stock, at
bargain rates.
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.

All sires and values; watches, rings and general

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
114 WEST RAILROAD

Private entrance on side street.

Kw00

AVENUE.

000K0K0CC0

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

Ltmbe

WORLD'S

.

,rT

WHITNEY COMPANY!

LUMBER

First and Marquette,

-

New

.,n.

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

where to

THE

EVERETT

North First Street
Arizona.

First Street

Wholesal Distributers

ALBUQUERQUE

WAIjUIN

BUZU&nL,l

e

Money to Loan

oxoot

Diamond Palace
RAILROAD AVE.

well
Santa Fe Restaurant
Dnsrre

ff

i

-

Diamonds, Watclies, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

OOOOCOOOOOCOCOOCXXDOOOOOO

DANCE!
DANCE!
DANCE!
AT COLOMBO HALL TONIGHT.
YOURSELF.
ENJOY
COME AND
GENTLEMEN 60c. LADIES FREE.
n
REGULAR SUNDAY DINNER. 50
CENTS, AT ZEIGER'S CAFE TOMORROW, FROM 12 TO 3 P. M.

HP
WHOLESALE

DANCE!
DANCE!
DANCEl
AT COLOMBO HALL TONIGHT.
YOURSELF.
ENJOY
COME AND
GENTLEMEN 50c. LADIES FREE.
HO-

DANCE!
DANCE!
DANCEl
AT COLOMBO HALL TONIGHT.
ENJOY
YOURSELF.
COME AND
GENTLEMEN 60c. LADIES FREE.

The sale goes steadily on. We are clearing our shelves of all Winter
Goods. Ask to see our Suits at $10. GO, $13.50 and $14.75

SPECIAL ON MEN'S SHOES
All Odd Pairs of Shoes in this Sale only $2.25, worth from
$3.00 to $4.00 per pair.

Try a Citizen want ad.

Whether "rhe"
heart, the most av
mpmbrance Is a liouqni t
.,
ful flowers. We Just m
thinking, perhaps, you tTf.
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VtA SHBURRI CO.
L.
E.
wear gold avenue
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12a

south second

IVES,
119
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F. MYERS Proprietors
Auto. Phone 185

5

-

v

AND INSPECT the largest
CALL the
Southwest.

re- u I'i- -

;his,

rtQPisr
AVENUE.

GO,
RETAIL

WM. McINTOSH
Colo. Phone 197

AflOlV IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
selling them out at actual cost.

p

"SHE" LIKES
FLOWERS
la wif..

HARDWARE

C

THE CHICKEN

DON'T FORGET
DINNER AT THE COLUMBUS
TEL TOMORROW.

!

21S West
ALBUQUERQUE,

We are

p
stock of Stoves and Ranges

M
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X
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